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Weather 
Getting a little chilly: 
Friday, mostly cloudy and 
cold. High in the upper 30s. 
Northwest winds around 10 
mph. Friday night and Sat- 
urday, variable cloudiness 
and cold. Low 20 to 25. High 
Saturday in the mid-30s. 
On Campus 
Need help finding a job?: 
Career Planning and 
Placement Services is 
having two meetings geared 
for non-traditional students. 
The first, scheduled for 
Monday, begins at 3:30 p.m., 
while a second one is sched- 
uled for Thursday, Nov. 12 
at 5:30 p.m. 
Monday's meeting will be 
in room 1007 of the Business 
Administration Building, 
while Thursday's will take 
place in room 112 of the 
same building. 
For more information, 
contact Kimberly Burd at 
372-2356. 
Open auditions this 
weekend: 
Auditions will be conduct- 
ed this weekend for the 
Black History Month pro- 
duction of "Black Antholo- 
gy: Rhapsody in Color." Sat- 
urday's auditions will be 
from 1 to 5 p.m. and Sun- 
day's will run from 5 to 9 
p.m. Both will take place on 
the fourth floor of Universi- 
ty Hall. 
Auditions will be open to 
everyone interested. 
Outside Campus 
Faulty meal deal: 
PAINESVILLE. Ohio -- A 
settlement has been reached 
in a lawsuit filed by an at- 
torney over the pricing of a 
meal at a Burger King res- 
taurant. 
The restaurant in Paines- 
ville had offered a "BK Meal 
Deal" - a sandwich, fries 
and soft drink - for the 
same price as the individual 
items added together. 
Attorney Howard Rabb 
had argued that the use of 
the words "meal deal" was 
deceptive. He filed a class- 
action lawsuit against two 
franchise owners in Febru- 
ary, alleging the practice 
was wrong. 
The lawsuit was settled 
Monday. Rabb said he 
agreed to not discuss 
settlement terms, but some 
of the money will be donated 
to a local charity. 
Burger King stopped 
offering the "meal deal" 
about a month after the law- 
suit was filed, Rabb said. 
Burger King lawyer Mar- 
vin Halpern had said in 
court documents that 
Spence Management Ser- 
vices and Downtown Res- 
taurants Inc., both of War- 
ren, were not trying to trick 
customers. He said selling 
the food at the combination 
price was neither deceptive 
nor wrong. 
Lottery 
CLEVELAND - Here are 
Thursday night's Ohio Lot- 
tery selections: 
Pick 3 Numbers: 5-6-7 
Pick 4 Numbers: 8-5-6-5 
The Super Lotto jackpot is 
$16 million. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Hundreds attend Regents' hearing 
BG delegates 
call for more 
study of plan 
by Julie Tagliaterro and Michael 
Zawackl 
staff reporters 
A centralized system of 
state-funded higher education 
and the designation of two 
comprehensive state research 
centers were the areas of con- 
cern at Thursday's Ohio Board 
of Regents public hearing in 
Toledo. 
Approximately 250 admin- 
istrators, faculty members and 
students of the University and 
other state-funded colleges in 
Northwest Ohio voiced their 
views on the issues contained 
in the Governor's Task Force 
report on Managing for the Fu- 
ture. 
Elaine Hairston, OBR 
chancellor, and OBR member 
William Boyle moderated the 
hearing, allotting three 
minutes per person to speak. 
The majority of those who 
spoke commended the task 
force for attempting to im- 
prove and evoke change in the 
Ohio's higher education 
system. However, the forum 
did include dissenters. 
Martha Rogers, University 
professor of marketing, was 
concerned about the effects of 
centralization and the designa- 
tion of the two research 
centers. 
In addition, Rogers ques- 
tioned what was meant by a 
centralized system. 
"It is not clear what is meant 
by the word 'system,' " Rogers 
said. "I'm troubled by that." 
Tony Fluellen, president of 
the Graduate Student Senate, 
represented University stu- 
dents as he read a resolution 
passed by GSS requesting the 
OBR to reconsider the reco- 
mendations of the report be- 
cause of its effects on graduate 
programs. 
Faculty Senate Chairman Al- 
len White said he was speaking 
on behalf of 700 faculty mem- 
bers when he read the resolu- 
tion passed this week by the 
senate concerning the report. 
Christine Stock, classified 
staff chairwoman, said she was 
concerned with how the idea of 
designating Ohio State Univer- 
sity and the University of Cin- 
cinnati as the only research fa- 
cilities would affect future 
generations of students. 
"To me personally, manag- 
ing for the future means for 
the future of my children," 
Stock said. 
Stock said she believed the 
proposal to limit the choice of 
research centers to two uni- 
versities contradicted the 
democratic system's freedom 
of choice. 
Area business leaders and 
politicians also addressed their 
concerns on how the recom- 
mendations would affect the 
economy and community. 
State representative Randy 
Gardner said that restructur- 
ing of education should not be 
limited to higher education. In 
addition, he said, centralization 
was not the way to improve ed- 
ucation. 
"We cannot sit back and let 
further erosion of the universi- 
ties in Northwest Ohio occur," 
Gardner said. 
Earlier in the day, admin- 
istrators and representatives 
from    the    universities   of 
See CENTRALIZE, page three. 
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Worried about her children's future, University Capital Planning secretary Christine Stock speaks 
out against suggestions of the Managing for the Future Task Force at the University of Toledo's Dris- 
coll Center Auditorium Thursday afternoon. Stock criticized the recommendations to centralize 
Ohio's education system and to create two primary research schools in Ohio. 
First-time jobless claims 
lowest since August '90 
Ohio budget woes 
remain unresolved 
by Robert E. Miller 
The Associated Press 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The number 
of first-time claims for unem- 
ployment insurance fell in late 
October to the lowest level in 
more than two years and Ameri- 
cans' productivity improved in 
the third quarter, the govern- 
ment said Thursday in two up- 
beat economic reports. 
Separately, many major retail 
chains reported sales increases 
last month, raising hopes of store 
owners for the first good Christ- 
mas season since 1988. 
Economists were encouraged 
by the positive news but cau- 
tioned that economic growth, 
while showing signs of improve- 
ment, will not take off anytime 
soon. 
"The economy is beginning to 
grow more rapidly, but we still 
wont have the kind of recovery 
that has followed past reces- 
sions," said economist Bruce 
Steinberg of Merrill Lynch in 
New York. "Under those condi- 
tions, it's going to take a while to 
get the unemployment rate 
down." 
New claims for unemployment 
benefits in the week ended Oct. 
24 totaled 360,000, down from 
376,000 the week before, the 
Labor Department said. It was 
the lowest level since the week 
ended Aug. 4,1990, soon after the 
recession began. 
A less volatile four-week mov- 
ing average of claims, at 371,500, 
also was at a two-year low. 
Economists said declining 
benefit claims are a definite sign 
of an improving labor market. 
However, they cautioned that the 
reduction might not translate 
immediately into a reduction in 
the  unemployment  rate,  which 
was 7.5 percent in September, 
down from an eight-year high of 
7.8 percent in June.   . 
"The layoffs are stopping, but 
outright hiring is not really going 
on," said economist Elliott Platt 
of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette 
in New York. "The outlook is just 
too uncertain right now for busi- 
nessmen to take on new em- 
ployees." 
The Labor Department is 
scheduled on Friday to report the 
unemployment rate for October 
and the growth, if any, in the na- 
tion's payrolls. In advance, ana- 
lysts predicted an unchanged 
jobless rate but a small increase 
of around 25,000 jobs. 
In Thursday's report on pro- 
ductivity, the department said 
output per hour of work in- 
creased at a 2.6 percent annual 
rate during the July-September 
quarter. 
COLUMBUS 
Voinovich and 
legislative 
leaders re- 
viewed Ohio's 
budget prob- 
lems Thursday 
but made no 
decisions on 
how to solve a 
deficit of at 
least $300 mil- 
lion. 
-  Gov.   George 
Voinovich 
Day care is issue for GSS 
Officer believes that center will benefit students 
The BG News Staff Report 
Graduate Student Senate is expected to dis- 
cuss today the need for on-campus child care 
and report on the centralization forum, which 
was staged Thursday at the University of 
Toledo. 
Vice President David Vaillancourt said GSS is 
working on the day care issue in conjunction 
with the Undergraduate Student Government 
"We are working with the USG senator [Lona 
Sommerville] to explore the issue," Vaillancourt 
said. "There is definitely a need for child care 
among graduate students." 
Graduate students would benefit from a child 
care center on campus, Vaillancourt said. 
"Graduate students are of many different 
ages and backgrounds," he said. "I think gradu- 
ate students would have a big interest in seeing 
this done." 
In other business, the centralization forum -- 
which was conducted to gauge student reaction 
to the centralization of higher education - will 
be reported von by GSS President Tony Fluellen. 
He and four other graduate students spoke at 
Thursday's forum. 
"We arent trying to stop the entire report 
from being implemented," Fluellen said. "We 
don't agree with the centralization of higher ed- 
ucation and didn't appreciate the way [the re- 
port j was handled." 
Voinovich, Senate President 
Stanley Aronoff and House 
Speaker Vern Riffe met twice in 
closed meetings and then talked 
to reporters. The minority 
leaders of both houses sat in on 
the second session. 
Voinovich said the lawmakers 
approved his plan to solve a more 
immediate financial problem - a 
$34.5 million transfer to maintain 
a program that provides child 
day care services for low-income 
parents who otherwise might 
have to go on welfare. 
On the budget, the group asked 
the Legislative Budget Office to 
make revenue and spending 
projections for the fiscal year 
ending June 30 and submit a re- 
port for another meeting Nov. 13. 
Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, said 
everyone agreed that the deficit 
for the fiscal year would be at 
least $300 million, based on esti- 
mates of the governor's Office of 
Budget and Management. 
However, he said OBM and 
LBO have been far apart on simi- 
lar estimates in the past - as 
much as $245 million in one in- 
stance. 
"We need to know how big the 
problem is," said Riffe, 
D-Wheelersburg, who wants a 
long-term solution rather than 
stopgap measures. He wants ec- 
onomic forecasts for the next two 
years. 
The Legislature meets Nov. 16, 
but could convene again in 
December if necessary to act on 
the budget, Aronoff and Riffe 
said. 
None in the group would be 
drawn into a discussion of 
whether tax increases, spending 
cuts or a combination of both will 
be needed. Voinovich cut higher 
education and other spending by 
about $300 million earlier this 
year to avoid what he said would 
now be a $600 million deficit. 
Voinovich said the leaders 
agreed to his plan to ask the state 
Controlling Board to transfer 
money in the Department of 
Human Services to continue day 
care for 60,000 children of low- 
income families. 
Most of it will come from sav- 
ings in the General Assistance 
program resulting from an ear- 
lier decision limiting benefits to 
six months each year. 
Enrollees in the day care pro- 
gram have more than doubled 
from 26,000 in the past year, far 
surpassing anticipated demand. 
A freeze the department 
ordered last month will continue 
until at least June 30, Voinovich 
said. But he said it should not be 
necessary to cut the program 
back. 
Families with incomes that do 
not exceed 185 percent of the 
federal poverty level are eligible 
for day care subsidies. 
Last week, parents brought 
several hundred preschoolers 
from across the state for a dem- 
onstration at the Statehouse. 
They said such a reduction 
would disqualify 50,000 young- 
sters, possibly forcing thelr 
working parents to return to or 
sign up for welfare. 
\ 
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E.A.R. to the Ground ... 
Okay, breathe deeply and relax. 
Election Day is over. 
We know you're all as happy as we 
are here at E.A.R. to the Ground that po- 
litical commercials, mudslinging, cam- 
paign appearances and polls are a thing 
of the past, at least for a few months. 
In fact, a recent survey indicates 84 
percent of people are "very happy" the 
election is over, while only 12 pecent 
indicated they are "not happy." 
Just kidding. Put down that knife. 
*•* 
Come on, Undergraduate Student 
Government, a bar and grill in the Uni- 
versity Union? 
Tuition is skyrocketing, faculty 
members are on the brink of unionizing 
and bureaucrats in Columbus are 
threatening to take control of Ohio pub- 
lic universities. And what does USG do 
about it? 
Pass a bill calling for a bar and grill in 
the University Union. 
It's a dumb idea that has no chance of 
going anywhere. The University isn't 
about to shell out any of its money to go 
toward this little fantasy. 
USG should have more important 
things on its agenda than making it eas- 
ier for students to get drunk. Granted, 
the group has too many egos and too 
little power to get anything done any- 
way, but it would be nice to see some- 
body fight for issues students care 
about. 
• ** 
The Bowling Green Falcon football 
team has a chance this weekend to 
clinch the MAC title for the second year 
in a row, a feat which hasn't occurred in 
over a decade. 
Central Michigan was the last team to 
win the conference championship back- 
to-back in 1979 and 1980. 
The Falcons, undefeated in the MAC, 
are also looking to extend their confer- 
ence winning streak to 15 - closing in 
on the record of 16 set by Miami Uni- 
versity between 1973 and 1975. The 
only thing standing in the way of both 
the streaks is the Kent State Golden 
Flashes, who are a spectacular 2-7 
overall. 
Best of luck to the Falcons! 
**• 
You'd have to be blind, deaf and dumb 
to not realize there is a problem. Ra- 
cism exists, whether you think so or 
not. What can be done? Fight fire with 
fire, fight ignorance with education. 
That is the point of this weekend's 
Black Student Unity Conference. Two 
days of speakers, enlightenment and 
education. The keynote address comes 
from firebrand hip-hopper Sister Soul- jah. Whether you agree or disagree 
with what she has to say, you cannot ig- 
nore her. Especially when Sister Soul- jah played a role in a presidential elec- 
tion. 
All events are free. The only excuse 
for not showing is either apathy or de- 
liberate contempt. Be there. As funk 
god George Clinton once wrote, "Free 
your mind and your ass will follow." 
Ignorance limits freedoms 
Tolerance of others allows diverse expression of views 
• A few weeks ago, Russell Kah- 
ler published two articles which I 
thought, from the looks of the ti- 
tle, would be wonderful. The first 
was titled, "Hatred, bias and in- 
tolerance overtaking our free- 
dom." Titles like this I can get 
into. Yes, I think hatred and bias 
and intolerance are squelching 
our freedoms. 
Kahler writes a strong column 
calling for the end of oppression 
.- with the exception of one group 
of people - Christians. 
I quote, "Daniel and Karen 
Green - two highly educated 
Ph-Ds - wrote a response to my 
stance on the issue of abortion in 
which they claim that women 
have no right to choose what to 
do with their bodies. Their com- 
ments spring out of the religious 
(gnorance that is a trademark of 
the conservative agenda." 
He also says in a second article 
that it is "PITIFUL" that anyone 
would believe in Jesus Christ as 
the son of God because there is 
no proof that he existed. 
' Well, if anyone could be 
labeled as religiously ignorant or 
pitiful, I would think it would be 
Kahler. 
Faith. It's a good word. Faith is 
defined in the second edition of 
Webster's New World Dictionary 
as 1) unquestioning belief that 
does not require proof or evi- 
dence; 2) unquestioning belief in 
God, religious tenets, etc.; 5) 
complete trust, loyalty, confi- 
dence. Seems to me to be a con- 
tradiction in terms. 
I am not a Christian; I am pro- 
choice and I am offended at Kah- 
ler's oppression of those whom 
he feels are the oppressors. 
. But you see, the subject that I 
speak of is bigger than one col- 
umnist inThe News. 
I arrived at Bowling Green in 
July of 1991 excited to be at a 
.new Job, learning about different 
people and finally experiencing 
•what is known as the "Midwest" 
firsthand. I came to Ohio: land of 
Guest Column 
the strange theological dualism. 
"Would you like to come to ser- 
vice with us?" 
"No, thank you. I am not a 
Christian." 
"Oh! Then are you an atheist?" 
I have had this conversation 
with several people since arriv- 
"Wel if anyone could be 
labeled as religiously 
ignorant or pitiful, I would 
think it would be Kahler." 
ing in Ohio. Malicious com- 
ments? Not at all. Ignorance? In- 
deed. 
Have I attended Christian ser- 
vices? Yes. And Catholic and 
Protestant and Methodist and 
Jewish and many more. But this 
issue is bigger than the state of 
Ohio and what services I have at- 
tended. 
Spiritual freedom, men and 
women of my audience, SPIRIT- 
UAL FREEDOM. Freedom is a 
good word. According to my 
trusty dictionary, freedom 
means the exemption or lib- 
eration from the control of some 
other person or arbitrary power. 
I am pro-choice. I volunteer at 
an abortion clinic in the area. 
What do I think of non-violent 
protestors at the clinic? They are 
exercising their faith and their 
freedoms. Sure, I may not agree, 
but doesn't something awful 
happen in our country when peo- 
ple don't like someone who is 
"different"? Isn't this what the 
Klan was founded on? 
The Bible is a good book and a 
ttyM" 
holy book to some. Then again, so 
are the Koran and the Tao-Te 
Ching and the Kabala. I have 
seen these books quoted for 
freedom and I have seen them 
quoted for oppression. Discount- 
ing a whole group of people be- 
cause they read a different book 
or have a different interpretation 
is wrong and oppressive. 
I see a lot of hostility toward 
different religious groups be- 
cause they practice witnessing; 
that is, they try to get others to 
see the validity of their faith and 
Join with them. Many people that 
I have spoken to become very 
angry at those who witness. I 
challenge those of you to look at 
this in a new light. 
Have you ever thought when 
approached, "Hey, here is a per- 
son who is really comfortable 
with what they believe! Here is a 
person who cares enough about 
me and others to want to share 
what is right to them with others! 
Here is a person who wants to 
help me grow - either by learn- 
ing a new way of life or by chal- 
lenging my own beliefs in such a 
way as to make them stronger!" 
Seen that way, don't you think 
that this is loving and beautiful? 
There is an Immense diversity 
of spirituality out there. 
Take the time to learn a new 
way of looking at the world. Chal- 
lenge yourself. Acknowledging 
the validity of another faith does 
not take away from your own. 
Faith is personal. It is your re- 
lationship with God(s). 
Exposing yourself to a 
different spirituality won't mean 
that you need to believe it or to 
betray your own faith. It will Just 
mean that you care enough about 
your feUow humans to value and 
respect them just as you would 
hope they value and respect you. 
Laurie Hamilton-McGutrk is 
the committee chairwoman of 
P.E.O.P.L.E. 
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Time for transformation of 
racial attitudes has arrived 
Well, the election is history ~ 
- the people of our nation have 
spoken clearly and overwhelm- 
ingly in their rejection of the 
Bush agenda. 
Yes, despite the fact that Bill 
Clinton received a lower per- 
centage of the popular vote than 
Michael Dukakis did in 1988 - it's 
amazing what effect a third party 
candidate who spends $60 million 
on his campaign has on these 
percentages -- the message is 
still very clear: Take and moth- 
ball the Bush rhetoric... we've all 
had enough. 
The time for positive change is 
here, a time for the differing 
elements of our society to lay 
their concerns out on the table so 
we may all start dealing with the 
things that so divide us. It's with 
that in mind that I decided to 
write about George. 
Now, this isn't the same 
George you are used to hearing 
about. George is a 3-year-old boy 
who comes in every morning to 
the restaurant I work at for 
breakfast. Every day for the past 
six months, George and his 
grandfather spend an hour or so 
at the store - Grandpa with his 
paper and cup of coffee, and 
George ... well, George runs 
around and plays with a level of 
energy that would make any 
3-year-old proud. 
Thursday seemed to be a day 
just like any other ... George was 
playing, Grandpa had his coffee, 
but today was a little bit 
different. Today, George had a 
little friend he was running 
around with, playing, sharing and 
generally having a good old time 
in the play area. Why this is Im- 
portant is simply in the image of 
the two playing together. George, 
the little black boy, and his little 
white friend just having a grand 
old time, without a care in the 
world. 
This is important, because in 
IS years, when both of these 
children are teen-agers, the two 
of them probably won't even rec- 
ognize the other's existence. The 
two of them will probably live on 
their own separate sides of town, 
run with their own groups of 
friends and, more than Ukely, 
blame  one  another  for  every 
Russell Kahler 
misgiving that has ever occurred 
in their lives. 
Chances are they wont re- 
member the moments of fun they 
enjoyed together when they were 
children ... when "separate, but 
equal" was nothing more than the 
"this is my side of the playroom, 
that's yours" of a harmless 
child's game. 
"What we win have through 
those formative' years 
after they have learned to 
play together, is a long 
period of time where we can 
all learn to hate one 
another." 
What we will have through 
those "formative" years after 
they have learned to play 
together is a long period of time 
where we can all learn to hate 
one another. 
Yes, those children will learn 
how to be white supremacists or 
black separatists. They will soon 
forget the lessons of the play- 
ground, a place where there Is no 
"superior" race or creed, and 
learn to follow the words of bi- 
gots like Duke and Farrakhan. In 
teaching them to "fight the 
power" or "keep the neighbor- 
hood property values up," ha- 
ven't we cut the future out from 
under them, before they even 
have a chance to form ideas or 
opinions of their own? 
Instead of sustaining the 
dream of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, these two children will 
grow apart ... head off to 
different schools which corre- 
spond to their particular race. In 
Toledo, that would be Jessup W. 
Scott High School for George; a 
school, despite all efforts to gain 
racial equality in our schools, 
that is about 98.S percent black. 
His friend, on the other hand, will 
probably head off to a suburban 
metropolis like Sylvania or Per- 
rysburg - she will end up at a 
school where everyone is of "e- 
qual" stature, and, more than 
likely, where everyone is white. 
Is this the type of "equality" we 
have st rived to achieve since our 
schools were "desegregated" in 
1954? 
In my opinion, there is some- 
thing wrong with this Imagery 
that we are teaching our chil- 
dren. If the two can relate so well 
to one another at such an early 
age, then there certainly is no 
"superior" culture or race. 
Where the problem then lies is in 
the methods we use later in life 
to explain why we are different - 
the separate neighborhoods, 
schools, our separate greek 
systems and unequal opportun- 
ites in education or employment. 
Our answers to this question He 
not In our attempts to prevent 
riots such as those that swept the 
nation after the Rodney King 
verdict was announced, or In our 
efforts to renew our inner city 
neighborhoods. But rather, they 
sit with a change of people's atti- 
tudes. In order to triumph, we 
must learn to look at one another 
the way George and his little 
friend do. We need to look 
beyond the short-term solutions 
of separation along racial lines, 
and reject the messages of se- 
paratists on both sides of the 
color line if we are to end up fi- 
nally claiming the "prize" of ra- 
cial equality, and an end to bigo- 
try and hatred. 
Looking at George and his 
friend, I cant see any other 
choice 
Russ Kahler is a senior politi- 
cal science major from Toledo 
and a columnist for The New*. 
Croup 'irresponsible' for losing forms 
The BG News: 
Ahhhh... "that time of year" is 
over. Finally. 
No more campaign promises, 
whistle stops and every candi- 
date suddenly having our best in- 
terests at heart and College 
Democrats trying to register 
everyone who walks into a dining 
hall. 
But at least these obnoxious, 
future executives made it easier 
for college students to vote. Or 
did they? 
I walked into the Commons to 
exercise my hallowed right to 
vote Tuesday and stood in long 
lines just to discover that Wood 
County did not have the slightest 
idea who I am. 
It seems that our beloved Col- 
lege Democrats neglected to turn 
in my change of address. While 
waiting for official word from 
the courthouse, I at least had 
some entertainment - I met 
about seven other people who 
were In the same situation (Hi, 
everyone. I hope you fared better 
than I). 
We sat wondering how some- 
thing so pathetically irresponsi- 
ble could have happened, but 
then we reminded ourselves that 
we were dealing with the College 
Dems. 
Suddenly Jesse Squire walked 
into the Commons (probably poor 
timing, Jesse). One person in our 
happy little cluster in the Com- 
mons remembered giving her 
registration to Jesse (who is the 
College Democrats' representa- 
tive to USG - how fitting) and 
approached him with this con- 
cern. 
He seems to have "forgotten" 
to turn in six registration forms 
(but don't lose faith - he did 
manage to contact three of these 
people). Even though he had our 
addresses and phone numbers, 
he just "could not reach the other 
three." 
Obviously, he was not the only 
irresponsible individual - none 
of the seven of us had been con- 
tacted and I cant help but won- 
der how many other individuals, 
earlier or later in the day, dis- 
covered themselves unable to 
vote. And voting is supposed to 
be "easy" and require "so little 
time" or effort. 
I want to thank the College 
Democrats for "making It so 
easy" for me; at least you didn't 
change my opinion of your organ- 
ization, but you did manage to 
lose at least one vote for Clinton. 
JeneceGerber 
Sophomore 
Music Composition 
I \ 
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Fitwell offers fitness programming 
Physical assessment can provide right track for improving health 
Dy Jane Kllqore 
student life reporter 
The Student 
Center's Fit- 
well center 
gets its name 
from the words 
"fitness" and 
"wellness" to 
recognize the 
importance of 
interaction be- 
tween these 
two concepts. 
Fitness    Di- 
Recreation 
Bowers 
rector Richard Bowers said the 
two main goals of the department 
are to increase awareness of 
one's fitness strengths and 
weaknesses and to stimulate the 
formation of a personal fitness 
program and lifestyle. 
"There are many things you 
can do to enhance your lifestyle, 
and being aware of your health 
and fitness needs is one of them," 
Bowers said. 
The complete program in- 
cludes an orientation, consisting 
of a physical activities question- 
naire,  informed  consent and a 
CENTRALIZE 
Continued from page one. 
Northwest Ohio expressed their 
concerns to members of the state 
task force who wrote the report. 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp said that in his 30 years of 
administration at different uni- 
versities, he never once found a 
university where centralization 
was effective. 
Instead of having centraliza- 
tion, Olscamp suggested the task 
force should focus on the "diver- 
sity and differences [of each uni- 
versity] and should encourage 
the individual's Initiative." In 
addition, he said the task force 
must focus on the good things 
done by each board of trustees. 
description of the testing proce- 
dures. 
A questionnaire is used to 
compare the participant's life- 
style patterns to the lifestyles of 
others in a database. The com- 
puterized results report the par- 
ticipant's health risks during the 
next 10 years. 
Free to University students 
once a year are two levels of 
cholesterol screening. If the total 
cholesterol reading is elevated, a 
second $15 test with a lipid pro- 
file, including total cholesterol, 
HDL and LDL lipoproteins and 
triglycerides is given. All results 
are available within a few 
minutes. 
An initial cholesterol screening 
is also free to all SRC members. 
Another condition checked out 
by Fitwell is blood pressure, 
which is measured at rest and 
during dynamic exercise. 
Next, body composition (the 
proportion of fat tissue and lean 
tissue) is determined by the re- 
sults from a simple $3 test that 
can project one's ideal weight 
and intermediate weight goals. 
Heart rate and electrocardio- 
graphic responses are monitored 
during a treadmill walking test. 
Based upon speed and elevation 
of the treadmill and heart rate, 
an estimate of aerobic capacity 
and target heart rates for aerobic 
exercise are calculated. 
Test results are reported to the 
participant by an American Col- 
lege of Sports Medicine-certified 
exercise program director, and 
follow-up tests are recommended 
for those individuals who com- 
plete a 10- to 12-week aerobic 
exercise program. 
"Besides being an exercise en- 
hancement opportunity for the 
students, we are also a practicum 
site for those who are going into 
the health care or health promo- 
tion business," Bowers said. 
Fit-for-Hire is a program of- 
fered by Fitwell that provides 
graduating seniors with a free 
scientific health and fitness 
awareness profile (the evaluation 
is $15 for non-seniors). Upon 
completion of the SRC Fitwell as- 
sessment, participants are a- 
warded a silver or gold certifi- 
cate of achievement to include in 
their placement portfolios, giv- 
ing them an edge in the employ- 
ment marketplace. 
"This is a good thing to have 
when you go into your inter- 
views, because if your employers 
know you are in good physical 
standing they will be more at 
ease in terms of insurance and 
sick days," said laboratory tech- 
nician Wendy Wilkinson. 
Another special program spon- 
sored by Fitwell is the Out-to- 
Lunch Fitness Bunch, which is a 
supervised noontime exercise 
program that invites faculty and 
staff. Those that enroll are given 
pre- and post-Fitwell assess- 
ments (body composition, blood 
pressure, cholesterol, health risk 
appraisal, treadmill test with 
EKG) and fitness counseling by 
the SRC fitness director. 
The program will be offered 
during both fall and spring se- 
mesters with limited enrollment. 
"What we are selling here is 
really improving your future 
from a  health point of view." 
Bowers said. "There are no guar- 
antees, but we are improving the 
odds for a full, productive and 
nappy lifestyle." 
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Olscamp said the OBR should concerning centralization, before 
re-evaluate the recom- sending their recommendation to 
mendations,   especially   those   the legislature in December, as 
Gov.   George   Voinovich   sug- 
gested. 
The OBR should consider the 
suggestions made by the individ- 
ual university task forces and the 
responses given by university 
administrators after the state 
task force report was issued, 
Olscamp said. 
"What is the rush?" Olscamp 
asked. "We should slow this [pro- 
cess] down and take a look at the 
local and state recommendations 
carefully and rationally for the 
long-range good of [Ohio resi- 
dents]." 
Black unity focus 
of 2-day gathering 
by Matthew A. Daneman 
Insider editor-in-chief 
White supremacy is the topic of discussion and the target of 
education this weekend when the University hosts the sixth an- 
nual Black Student Unity Conference. 
With the conference attracting students and interested partic- 
ipants from Michigan, Ohio and Indiana, organizers are hoping 
not only to bring in crowds of participants, but to educate and 
uplift them as well, according to Muhammed Luster, director of 
the University's Board of Black Cultural Activities. 
"That's one of our goals, to understand the whole dynamics of 
what's going on," Luster said. "Since we recognize what's going 
on, we now have to address and learn what to do to concerning 
the problems of white supremacy." 
The topic of the two-day seminar is "Overcoming White Su- 
premacy: Guidance for Liberation from the Afrikan Sister." Ac- 
cording to Luster, that topic has particular meaning when ad- 
dressing the problems of racism in America. 
"We understand that the woman is the first teacher of all life ~ 
black or white," he said. "The whole world needs liberation - 
d and the masses of people don't know this -- so we thought it'd 
be best to focus on the woman." 
"The purpose of this is to take direct aim and get guidance and 
liberation for the queen sisters - the first teachers of any gen- 
eration," added Ajamu M. Kafeie, Black Student Union presi- 
dent. 
The two-day event starts tonight at 7 in the Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom with an address by Ava Muhammed, a minister in the 
Nation of Islam. "She's one of the few citizens who could proper- 
ly analyze the problem of white supremacy and give guidance," 
Luster said. 
The conference continues Saturday with the Midwest Black 
Student I.UIU-IKIHI in the Mac West Dining Hall at 1:30 p.m. Dur- 
ing the luncheon/workshop, The Ohio State University Profes- 
sor Linda James-Myers will address the audience on the topic of 
black student leadership. 
"For our workshops," Luster explained, "we try to bring in 
people without the big notoriety, but who have the knowledge to 
uplift people of this situation." 
The keynote address of the two-day conference comes Satur- 
day at 7 p.m. when controversial female hip-hop artist Sister 
Souljah comes to Lenhart Grand Ballroom. And while the set 
topic is "Guidance for Liberation from the Afrikan Sister," 
there's little doubt she'll address the current political situation 
in the United States. 
"Especially since Sister Souljah was "tied up' with Bill Clinton 
earlier this year, I'm sure she'll be touching on this problem," 
Luster said. 
"People need to hear what this person has to say straight from 
her mouth, instead «f what the media has to say," Kafeie added. 
All events are free to University students and employees with 
proper identification. For non-University audiences, the Sister 
Souljah and Ava Muhammed addresses are $5 for admittance 
The Linda James-Myers luncheon is $6. 
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Gallopin' Guckenberger & Tanglin' Tony 
Sharp-Shooter Sandlin' & Low-Dung Chris 
The Blue-eyed Bandit & Hilbilly Hanklns 
Lip Lockin' Leblanc & Rootln' Tootin' Todd 
Darlin' Dina & Show-Stoppin' Sean 
Side Saddle Schauer & Cowboy Cochran 
Willie The Kid & Cowgirl Casterline 
Rip Roarin' Ruyle & Chaps Wearin' Chiro 
Talkative Tricia & Rambling Rick 
Ride 'Em In Rassie & Quick On The Draw Awbrey 
Sweet Lips Steph & Jumpin' Josh 
Jumpin' Jen & Giddy Up Grisez 
Flicka & Her Filly 
Dude Ranch Deb & Saddle Up Cippy 
Criminal Carrie & Deputy Derek 
Mosyin' Melissa & Buffalo Brad 
Lasso Lyric & Gunnin' Gomez 
Sure-Shot Sara & Joe Bob Jeff 
Hank's Honey & The Country Boy IV 
Cowgirl Chris & Toe Stompin' Tony 
Whoa Nellie Nettles & Yee Haw Hostasa 
Tumbleweed Titia & Two-Step Tiger 
Mohawkin' Martell & High Moon Howie 
The Lone Franger & Tonto Tiffany 
Hay-Balin' Heather & Spittin' Smitty 
12 Gun Tommy & Krazy Cowgirl Krista 
Mai Iboro Mayo & Chewin' Tobacco Chad 
Rawhide Rottinghaus & Roll In The Hay Rider 
Bronco Brad & Longhom Linda 
Cowgirl Caughey & Mountain Jack Mike 
Kickin' Keri & Jumpin' Jack Jeff 
Pony Ridin' Ping & Get-A-Long Greg 
Buckaroo Boner & Cactus Climbing Kline 
Sweet Talkin' Celeste & Just Jokin' Jay 
Whippin Wendy & Hay-Bailing Hans 
OUTUWED^ 
-lee Haw Honeycuft & Buckin' beough 
Kickin' Kossman & Lasso Loader 
Desperado Dan & Darlin' Denise 
Tumbleweed Tasha & Lasso Joe 
Quick Gun Carrie & Boot Scootin' Bill 
Texas Tony & Pooon K Pecano 
Deputy Denae & Buckaroo Brady 
Cattle Ropin' Chris & Longhom Lammy 
Gallopin' Jamie & Rattlesnack "Ross* 
Passout Peggy & Tedly T.M.O.T." Tear Up 
Leapin' Lori & Glddy-up Greg 
Sheriff Slater & Rif Raf Reitz 
The Mystery Cowgirl & Bronco Banks 
Jesse Jane & Giddy Up Goodrich 
Sweet-Talkin' Steph & Cowboy Chris 
Bustln' Out Buerk & Marlboro Mike 
Slick Shootin' Shelly & Troublemaker Todd 
cky & Jumpin' Judd 
Ragin' Reid & Bustin' Out Benedict 
Brown-Eyed Girl & Ten Gallon Ted 
Angie Mae West & Johnny Wayne 
Doe-Si-Doe Davis & Lone Star Lilly 
Pistol Shootin' Penrose & Little Lasso Lisa 
Calhootin' Callle & Bronco Bamy 
Above The Law Angie & Mess 'Em Up Marc 
Jenny The Justice & John On The Run 
Tag-A-Long Trace & Rawhide Rumble 
Frisky Frangos & Wild Wild Westover 
Ride 'Em Wild Robin & Dude Dunlap 
Lasso Lisa & Sharpshooter Shawn 
Slick Mick & Hilbilly 
Wrangler Ross & Farmer Frank 
Trouble-shootln' Thompson & Cattle Man Kania 
Amy Oakley & Friction Cowboy 
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J.C. Penney 
WOODLAND MALL - BOWLING GREEN      * 
ONE DAY 
SALE 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7TII 
♦ SPECIAL HOURS ♦ 
8AM TO 10 PM 
RED TAG SALE 
SAVE ADDITIONAL 30% Off All Red Ticketed Retails 
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Crosswalk deemed dangerous 
bySharl L. Veleba 
campus reporter 
City and University officials 
agree the crosswalk in front of 
the Administration Building on 
Thurstin Street is a dangerous 
area, but there are no concrete 
solutions to the hazards. 
Bowling Green Police Chief 
Galen Ash said he will have the 
city's engineering crew exam- 
ine the crosswalk for any fea- 
sible recommendations to im- 
prove the safety of those at- 
tempting to cross the street, 
but he is unsure whether any- 
thing can be done. 
"Government can only 
protect people against them- 
selves so much," Ash said. 
"There has to be certain limi- 
tations where people take a 
certain amount of responsibili- 
ty." 
The crosswalk, with caution 
signs and yellow caution lights 
nearby, warn drivers of possi- 
ble foot traffic. However, mo- 
torists often drive through the 
crosswalk while pedestrians 
are crossing the street, even 
though the pedestrians have 
the legal right-of-way. 
"Drivers are thinking about 
what they are doing next," Ash 
said. "We worry about drivers 
everywhere in town. That's 
why we constantly run radar." 
Ash said he wondered if the 
situation was real, or imagined 
by pedestrians. 
"It could be a matter of per- 
ception, rather than an actual 
problem," he said. 
Ash, chairman of the city 
Traffic Commission, said the 
area on Thurstin Street would 
be difficult to patrol. 
A stop sign at the crosswalk 
is not such a simple answer, he 
said. 
"We have so many unjusti- 
fied 4-way stop signs in the 
city. If we were to erect an- 
other sign, and there was an 
accident, the city could be held 
liable," he said. 
Michael Marsh, the munici- 
pal attorney, said if an accident 
were to occur there now, it 
would be a matter of the in- 
jured party suing the person 
who caused the accident. The 
city would not be liable be- 
cause the crosswalk has cau- 
tionary lights and signs. 
"That's about as well-marked 
Tht BG Newi/Llnda Lenc 
Although pedestrians may have the right of way at crosswalks, not all drivers give them the right of 
way. This problem bas become especially apparent with the crosswalk across Thurstin Street In front 
of the Administration Building. 
as you can have it," Marsh 
said. "If people are neglecting 
the lights [the city] should have 
an officer over there and hand 
out a ticket or two. That 
usually would serve as a de- 
terrant and slow people down." 
Doug Kullman, an engineer 
from the Bureau of Traffic 
with the Ohio Department of 
Transportation's central office 
in Columbus, clarified what the 
yellow caution lights should 
mean to drivers. 
"A flashing yellow light is 
giving notice to the drivers 
about the signs by the lights," 
Kullman said. "They are being 
warned that there is a pedes- 
trian crossing and there may 
be a conflict. Drivers are not 
required to take any other ac- 
tion." 
Scott Ziance, 1st Ward coun- 
cilman, said he is looking into 
the matter. 
"I'm not sure what could be 
done. We need the crosswalk 
there. There's nothing we can 
do, short of enforcement," he 
said. 
Karen Dauterman, a Univer- 
sity employee in the business 
office of the Administration 
Building, uses the crosswalk 
daily. 
"I've almost been hit. The 
sad thing is, you'd still be dead, 
even if the person who would 
hit you says 'I'm sorry,' and 
ends up in jail. You'd still be 
dead," Dauterman said. 
Ruth Firsdon, secretary in 
the mass communication de- 
partment, said she has seen 
many close calls at the cross- 
walk. 
"You never take it for grant- 
ed that they [drivers] are going 
to stop - especially on Fri- 
days," she said. 
Firsdon also said UPS trucks 
parked near the crosswalk 
prevent pedestrians from see- 
See CROSSWALK, page five. 
BGaskU 
"Education's purpose is to re- 
place an empty mind with an 
open one." - Malcom Forbes 
I'm a commuter. I heard 1 have 
an on-campus mailbox. Where is 
It? 
Dear on the Road Again: 
Every undergraduate student 
living off campus is assigned a 
mailbox unless he or she 
requests not to have one. The 
mailroom is 208 Moseley Hall. 
Look for the listing of mailbox 
numbers posted inside the mail- 
room or in the Off-Campus Stu- 
dent Center located on the 
ground floor of Moseley. The 
mailroom is open 7:30 a.m. to 7:45 
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 
and 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Fri- 
day. 
Final exams are only a few 
weeks away! How can I survive 
the stress? 
Dear You Can Do It: 
Don't wait until the last minute 
and cram! Begin preparing now 
by: 
1.) Reviewing all material. 
2.) Contacting your professor 
for answers to questions you 
have. 
3.) Attending any review ses- 
sions. 
4.) Studying with a buddy. 
S.) Making an appointment 
with a counselor at the Study 
Skills Center (372-8840) if you 
have test anxiety. 
/ requested GEOL 100 for 
Spring '93 and just found out it 
won't be offered. Help! 
Dear Falcon Fossil Lover 
You're right! Unfortunately, 
GEOL 100 will not be taught this 
Spring. See Page 14 of the Spring 
'93 and Fall 93 Schedule of 
Classes for an explanation of 
your options. 
Please note! Many campus of- 
fices are closed on Wednesday, 
November 11 for Veterans' Day. 
However, classes will still be 
held that day. 
Uh-oh! 1 didn't request any 
classes for Spring '93. What's the 
earliest I can register? 
Dear Head Buried In the Sand: 
The earliest you may register 
is Monday, Nov. 30 during New 
Open Registration, which ends 
Wednesday, Dec. 2. Remember - 
the times to request Fall '93 
classes are Dec. 3 thru 18 and 
Jan. 7 thru Feb. 3,1993. 
BGaSkU is  a service  of the 
University's academic advisers. 
Concerns voiced 
about E. Poe site 
by Shari L. Veleba 
campus reporter 
John Daly, director of aviation 
at the University, is concerned 
about the safety of students 
crossing East Poe Road near the 
Technology Annex, and would 
like to see a crosswalk nearby. 
He took his concerns to the 
Traffic Commission meeting 
Wednesday, and Police Chief Ga- 
len Ash, the commission chair- 
man, said such an addition would 
not be feasible because the 
crosswalk is not leading to any 
place in particular. 
"What's happened here is the 
traffic flow is growing," Daly 
said. "The number of cars on the 
road is growing." 
Currently, there are signs on 
Poe Road indicating a possibility 
of pedestrians, but students 
could be crossing anywhere, 
Daly said. 
"A crosswalk would be a cen- 
tral focal point for crossing," he 
said. "Frankly, I am having some 
difficulty understanding what 
the problem is in identifying a 
crosswalk. 
"I'm looking at this thing as a 
vehicle to get the students 
across," he added. 
Daly said he plans to approach 
the commission at a later date 
with another proposal for a 
crosswalk. 
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SAFE SEX HELPS SAVE LIVES 
.SUBWAY** 
828 South Main 
at Napoleon 
354-2608 
and 
524 East Wooster 
f FREE SUB "if$1.00 OFF^i 
He*      at Manville 
Mf** 352-8500 °CA 
f*> 
T'Of, 
"NEW ROUND 
SANDWICHES" 
from 79 C 
Buy Any two subs and 
get the third sub of equal 
or lesser value FREE 
828 
S.Maln -SUBUUflV* 
524 
E.Woojtarl 
Any footlong sub or 504 off 
any 6"sub 
828 
I S.Maln .SUBWAY* 
524 
LWoostar I 
FREE 6" SUB 
Buy any 6" sub and large 
drink and get a 6" sub of 
equal or lesser value FREE 
828 
S.Maln .SUBUJAV 
524 
LWoaster 
I   ~TBs»agw£^ ) ^ m^m^^x^nw^mmi J [^ J^SSSS^ _J 
*~ m A + 4" Round^ 
lVf Sandwich > 
Buy any 4" round and a 
large drink and get one of 
equal or lesser value for 194 
524 
LWoostar 
828 
8. Main .SUBUJRT 
O- ■ coLipo" par - i' 0*'i 
Not good w* any otnar offar M 
99* SUB  j 
Buy any footlong sub and 
large drink at regular price and | 
get one of equal or lesser 
value for 994 
Z, SEDH»twrw| 
VOne coupon par dtf. Offar amraa 11/31/92- 
Not good wifk ony o*»ar ofW J 
FREE 4" ROUND 
Buy any 4" round and a large 
drink and get one of equal or 
lesser value FREE 
/: 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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_ Mtffeedwtlhonyomaranor 
MISCELLANY 
[magazine] 
Did you know 
"Ring Around the Rosy" 
originated during 
the Black Plague? 
Produced once each semester by 
students for students, each 
Miscellany has a theme. 
Check out the Folklore issue on 
November 9th. It's FREE! 
828 
S.Maln •SUBWAY 
524 
E.Woottar 
On coupon p. «•». Ofcr Mfea 11 /3I /W. 
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Tariff move geared 
to erase imbalance 
by Martin Crutslnger 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The Bush administration, seeking to force trade 
concessions for American soybean farmers, announced Thursday 
that it was imposing punitive tariffs on $300 million worth of 
European imports. 
The move would effectively triple the import price of a bottle of 
European white wine, and it threatened to set off a full-scale trade 
war between the United States and the 12-nation European Communi- 
ty. 
U.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills announced that effective 
Dec. 5, the tariffs on a 750-milliliter bottle of white wine from Europe 
would rise from seven cents to 200 percent of the prices paid by im- 
porters. 
American consumers would not likely feel the effects of the higher 
tariffs until January because many importers have stockpiled ship- 
ments in anticipation of such a move. 
Several importers said that if the tariffs take effect virtually all 
European white wines would disappear from American store shelves 
because the importers would cut off orders, rather than risk being 
caught with expensive inventories they can't unload at triple the cur- 
rent price. 
U.S. officials released a two-page list of 240 wines that would be hit 
with the higher tariffs. The United States imported $270 million 
worth of white wine from Europe last year, with France supplying 
$125 million of that amount. Other big suppliers were Italy, $98 mil- 
lion, and Germany, $35 million. 
Wines from Spain, Portugal and Greece were also targeted for the 
new 200 percent tariffs. 
In an addition to $270 million in white wine imports, Hills also an- 
nounced that 200 percent tariffs would be imposed on $30 million in 
imports of wheat gluten, primarily used as a binder in pet food, and in 
rapeseed oil, a cooking oil. Germany is the principal European expor- 
ter of wheat gluten and rapeseed oil to the U.S. market. 
Hills said that she was delaying the effective date for the new tar- 
iffs to allow negotiators time for one last-ditch effort to resolve the 
underlying trade dispute involving American soybean sales to 
Europe. 
"We have demonstrated extraordinary patience and we are open to 
further negotiations in the 30 days before the duties become effec- 
tive," Hills told reporters. "However, given the trade harm the 
United States is suffering, I must proceed with a compensatory trade 
action." 
The administration claims the unfair subsidies cost American pro- 
ducers $1 billion a year in lost sales. 
Hills expressed the hope that talks over the next month would suc- 
ceed but also issued a new target list of $1.7 billion worth of other 
European products. She said the administration would broaden the 
tariff targets beyond the original $300 million unless the negotiations 
succeed 
CROSSWALK 
Continued from page four. 
ing   cars   coming   down   the 
street. 
Bill Vogt, a senior education 
major, said he frequently uses 
the crosswalk. 
"I don't think you can walk 
right through - you have to 
watch," he said. 
Melissa Meyers, a senior ac- 
counting major, also said cau- 
tion is necessary. 
"I usually wait and look be- 
cause some drivers don't look 
like they are going to stop," she 
said. 
Barbara Waddell, public in- 
formation officer for Public 
Safety, said budget limitations 
do not permit University secu- 
rity to monitor the crosswalk at 
this time. 
"We can't afford it, and we 
don't have the manpower," she 
said. 
Waddell stressed that edu- 
cating the University commu- 
nity about the dangers of the 
area is one way to prevent any 
accidents fro.-n occurring 
there. 
Ray Laakaniemi, an associ- 
ate professor of journalism, 
said he recently saw a netr-hit 
when a student tried to run 
across the walkway. 
"Three or four cars were 
stopped for other people, but 
the kid came running to cross. 
They didn't stop for him, and 
missed him by about six in- 
ches," he said. "The ones who 
stop all the time are the ones 
who cross regularly, like em- 
ployees in the Administration 
Building," he said. 
Laakaniemi said a police 
presence during the busiest 
crossing times would make the 
area safer. 
"I don't see why they don't 
have some police here at cer- 
tain times, like 8 a.m. find ? 
p.m. - they'd only have ';o be 
here for five or 10 minutes," 
Laakaniemi said. 
He said the potential for 
tragedy at the crosswalk is 
great. 
"It's going to happen here 
eventually. That's the way so- 
ciety is - we don't do anything 
until it's too late." 
HOWARDS club H 
210 N. Main 3S2-99S1 
Nov. 6 & 7 €ddie Show & The Wolf Gong 
Nov. 8 GBtBCDiPjS® EDcBQQtpy KG(Bajj(DEP8ajQ 
EBQOQCBO Hajinj 
Eddie Shaw, Big Jack Reynolds, The Griswolds & many more surprises 
Chicken BBO 
All proceeds benefit the Old Musicians Fund 
Tonight & Saturday* 210 MSC 
$1.50 Admission 8-10- Midnight 
'Note: Schedule change Next week: 
Prince ol Tides and Mommy Dearest 
Fixing The Plumbing 
Working In the instrument repair room on the second floor of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center, instrument repair technician Jared 
LaMendola, owner of Forte Music in Tiffin, looks for leaks in a 
The BC Ntmi/llm NormM 
saxophone Wednesday afternoon. LaMendola makes about two 
trips a year here to work on University Instruments. 
Next-term decisions made early 
hu William M   VA/Plrh ' by illia  .Welch 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Memo to the 
president-elect: Don't be fooled 
by the 11-week wait before you 
can move into the White House. 
Your administration has already 
begun. 
That's the essence of advice of- 
fered by former officials who've 
helped past presidents take of- 
fice. 
It is during this transition 
period, from the election to the 
inauguration Jan. 20, that de- 
cisions are made which in many 
ways will decide the course of 
Bill Clinton's presidency. 
Key jobs are filled and objec- 
tives are set that will become the 
guideposts for four years. 
"You can lose the grip on your 
presidency and take a large step 
toward losing the next race for 
president before you're even 
sworn in if you don't put the right 
people in place," said Stuart Ei- 
zenstat, director of policy devel- 
opment in Jimmy Carter's tran- 
sition and, later, his domestic ad- 
viser. 
The last time the Democrats 
won the White House, internal 
feuding between two of Carter's 
top lieutenants, Jack H. Watson 
Jr., and Hamilton Jordan, domi- 
nated the transition but contin- 
ued into the administration. 
Four years later, when Ronald 
Reagan came into office, hosti- 
lity between Michael Deaver and 
Edwin Meese resulted in the 
White House "troika" of top 
aides to the president, with 
James Baker as chief of staff. 
"The smoothness of the tran- 
sition will be an indicator of how 
the administration will proceed," 
said Mark A. Abramson, execu- 
tive director of the Council for 
Excellence in Government, a bi- 
partisan think tank. 
Every recent president-elect 
has provided for some planning 
even before election day. Clinton 
has had a small planning group in 
Little Rock for two months. 
Whether the advance work 
proves helpful is another matter. 
Martin Anderson was domestic 
adviser for Richard Nixon when 
he was elected in 1968, and later 
had the same role in Reagan's 
transition and White House. An- 
derson said that, shortly after the 
election, they discovered their 
pre-election   transition   plans 
were virtually worthless, rec- 
ommending for jobs many people 
with no loyalty to Nixon or the 
Republican Party. 
Nixon's team threw those plans 
out and started from scratch, 
operating out of a New York ho- 
tel. 
"It was a disaster," Anderson 
said. "He lost the presidency on 
it, I contend." 
Twelve years later, Reagan' 
came to Washington with the 
biggest transition operation ever 
- 1,000 people on teams that es- 
tablished parallel governments 
at each department. There were 
briefing books for every new 
Cabinet officer, filled with eve- 
rything Reagan had said on a par- 
ticular subject. 
It didn't all go smoothly but, 
armed with his landslide man- 
date, Reagan was able to win the 
budget cuts, tax cuts and defense 
spending increases he sought 
from Congress in his first year. 
"Maybe we can be faulted for 
our view, but we did have a 
common plan," said Richard Al- 
len, who was in charge of Rea- 
gan's foreign policy transition 
and became his national security 
adviser. "If you don't really have 
a plan, you can imagine the dag- 
gers that will be out." 
The first task is to fill the key 
jobs: the White House staff, the 
Cabinet secretaries and the eco- 
nomic advisers. There are some 
3,000 top political jobs to be filled 
in government. 
ALPHA GAMMA DETA 
BARN BASH HI 
Alpha Gams, tonight is the night 
It's Barn Bash III, and it's outta sight. 
So bring your voices and a date 
Meet at the house, don't be late. 
(Be at the house at 8:45) 
Fall 1993 Listings Are Available. 
Good Locations Close To Campus. 
Hurry! Only a few left for second semester. 
Leases beginning January 2,1993. 
Call for more information at: 
352-0717 
Greenbriar Inc. 
JUUUUUUUUUUL J 
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Triner runs with success 
by Andy Dugan 
sports writer 
The BG Newi/Tim Norman 
BG cross country team member Cherl Triner ran up an unbeaUr. 
streak during the regular season meets, earning a spot In the NCAA 
District 4 Qualifier in Bloomington, Indiana November 14. 
P^GAFE 
Optimism, dedication, de- 
termination and desire are rarely 
found together in one person, but 
when they are, they signify a 
special person; they signify a 
winner. Chert Triner is one such 
person who has shown what these 
characteristics can lead to in the 
world of cross country. 
This year as a senior, Triner 
has produced her most success- 
ful season ever in the sport. 
Aside from a fluke MAC meet 
performance, Triner earned the 
status of being undefeated 
throughout the season, making 
her the No. 1 runner in Ohio. Al- 
though she agrees that this has 
been her most successful season, 
Triner stated that her entire ex- 
perience with the sport has 
brought a number of rewards. 
"I started running when I was 
10. I was in the sixth grade and 
my sister was running in junior 
high. I always looked up to her 
and I wanted to be just like her, 
so I started doing it. Then she 
moved on to high school and be- 
came a cheerleader, so I got my 
dad Into it so I'd have someone to 
run with," Triner recalled. 
Triner went on to run in junior 
high, like her sister, and was the 
only girl on the team. She contin- 
ued to run cross country at Can- 
ton Glenoak, her high school, as 
well as pick up swimming and 
track.  She remained dedicated 
and participated in all three 
sports throughout her four years 
In high school, but dropped 
swimming upon her arrival in 
BG. 
"I could swim in high school, 
but there's no way I could con- 
ceive the idea of swimming in 
college," she said. 
However, after looking at 
Triner's feats in college cross 
country and track, one would 
have doubts that she might not 
have been able to handle the 
third sport. 
Triner came to BG and found 
immediate success in the run- 
ning world. 
"To me, during my freshman 
year, every meet was like the 
high school state cross country 
meet. At my first meet in college, 
I dropped 20 seconds off my best 
time ever in high school," Triner 
said. 
And now as a senior, Triner 
still finds the excitement of Im- 
proving her best times. This 
year, she lowered her best time 
in a 3.1 mile run to 17:46; which 
averages out to approximately a 
5:45 mile. 
"I'm very pleased with this 
season, except for the MAC meet. 
There was a lot of pressure and 
everyone kept talking about me 
winning ... It was just a bad race. 
I worried too much about the 
people behind me during the race 
and not those ahead of me," she 
said. 
Triner's next meet will be on 
Saturday, Nov. 14, when she par- 
ticipates In the NCAA District 4 
Qualifier in Bloomington, Ind. 
After the disappointing MAC 
meet, she has some definite 
goals. 
"I want to stay with the top 
Michigan girls. Michigan is one 
of the teams expected to qualify 
for nationals. If I am going to 
cross that finish line and have 
any guarantee of qualifying for 
nationals, I have to be within the 
top three individuals. I also want 
to beat a lot of the girls that beat 
me last week at MAC'S. Especial- 
ly Julie Rhoda, of Miami, who 
won MAC'S. I've beaten her 
already this year," Triner said. 
With goals like these belonging 
to such a successful, determined 
athlete, the Idea of accomplish- 
ing them is well within the realm 
of possibility. 
"Cherl Is the most determined 
runner in the conference and she 
has a good chance of qualifying 
for nationals," said her coach, 
Steve Price. 
As for the future, the general 
studies in business major wants 
to continue running after college. 
"I want to stay competitive. It 
would be nice to get some spon- 
sors like Brooks or Etonlc so I 
could get some free shoes or race 
entries every once In a while. I 
really think that I have yet to see 
my best," she said. "My best is 
yet to come." 
Swim 
teams 
faceND 
The men's and women's 
swim teams will travel to 
South Bend, Ind., today to 
take on the Fighting Irish of 
Notre Dame in the Falcons' 
first dual meet of the 
season. 
Despite the prestige of 
Notre Dame as an academic 
and athletic powerhouse, 
the Falcons will focus on 
looking beyond the mysti- 
que that has eluded so many 
teams in the past. 
"We've got to go in there 
and do our job," coach 
Brian Gordon said. 
The women's team, after 
such an impressive per- 
formance last week at the 
Tom Stubbs Relays, 
shouldn't have as stiff a 
challenge as the men will. 
However, Gordon believes 
that the potential of sweep- 
ing wins on both sides is 
much within the realm of 
possibility. 
"Anything can happen at 
this meet, but if everyone 
does their share, good 
things will happen. For the 
men, this is their best op- 
portunity to beat Notre 
Dame. It will be at their 
pool, and with the football 
game this weekend, there's 
going to be a lot of spirit go- 
ing around. The men will 
have to swim a perfect 
meet, but it can be done," 
Gordon said. 
Presents... The 
Rivermen 
Tonight Only!! 
Saturday Night... 
Backstreet 
...with Sounds of 
The Grateful Dead 
Another Low Budget Weekend 
104 S. MAIN 353-0988 
Western Union can get you money 
from home in minutes! 
WESTERN   IMONEY 
UNION I TRANSFER 
The fastest way to send money.' Available at all 
£>   Itchy & Stacy 
Demented & The Hobbit 
* "eather 
Sfe„e 
^He'l&SH Sh(
»Bear 
Seanothan & Sweet Pee 
030 & pffif 
Jf    Jim&Stacey &His Spice 
™ A©     /"V 
•ae/ 
'^°      Duke & Theb 0r^n , ,     r°<*e,- 
0*** ***** rice 
4q, 
Brillo & Trish 
Brian & Brooke 
pen&rw 
-roonces 
&TabbV Root & Allison 
9
 * **C. John & Jenny 
v   Sean & Becky 
*&.       Muta&Lissa 
O{8l<jo     '%> 
V\o^vei '°> Doug & LOri 
'
er
«TrQcy      T*eety&™da 
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Falcons look to continue win streak 
by Glen Lubbert 
sports editor 
Pride and tradition. 
That's what the Bowling Green 
football team has instilled In Its 
die-hard followers of the past two 
seasons and the reason why a vic- 
tory over Kent State Saturday 
would make so much sense. 
The Falcons will be searching 
for their second consecutive 
Mid-American Conference title 
and a continuation of a 14-game 
win streak when the Golden Fla- 
shes host BG. 
The streak ties the Falcons for 
the third longest win streak 
among Division I-A and I-AA 
conferences in the nation. In the 
MAC, Miami holds the record 
with 16 straight. An undefeated 
conference schedule this season 
would tie the Falcons with the 
Redskins. BG has also won eight 
straight conference games on the 
road. 
"For us to win the champion- 
ship, we've got to win on the 
road," head coach Gary Blackney 
said. "We'd like to get Miami's 
consecutive win streak." 
The Falcons could clinch the 
MAC title with a win over the 
struggling Kent program, which 
has won just six games In the 
past four seasons and only two 
games this season. The only no- 
table performance from the 
Golden Flashes came against Ak- 
ron, where they defeated the Zips 
20-16 in Kent 
But against the Falcons, the 
Flashes can't expect to have as 
much luck. BG leads the confer- 
Thls Weekend In the 
Mid-American Conference 
Bowling Green ai Kent 
Toledo ai Ball Stale 
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan 
Western Michigan at Miami 
Temple at Akron 
Youngstown State at Ohio 
ence in scoring offense with 223 
points, an average of 24.8 points 
per game. They're second in total 
offense, 374.3 yards per game, 
rushing offense, 158.6 yards per 
game, and passing offense, 215.8 
yards per game. The Flashes 
rank at the bottom half of the 
league in all categories except 
turnover margin, in which they 
are second with a +0.56. 
Blackney will be depending 
upon the ability of his strong 
offense to help give the team its 
final victory for a MAC title, the 
second of his squad's goals. At 
the onset, Blackney mapped out 
three achievements that would 
make this another stellar season. 
The first was winning the Toledo 
game, the second was a repeat as 
conference champions - the first 
team to do so since Central Mich- 
igan in 1979 and 1980 - and the 
final goal would be a victory at 
the Las Vegas Bowl. 
"When you're at BG, the expec- 
tation is to be able to win any 
game," Blackney said. "What's 
special is we have tradition and 
that's immeasurable." 
Falcon Notes: Sophomore line- 
backer Vince Palko led the Fal- 
cons with 17 tackles against 
Miami ... BG gave up its first 
points in the third quarter of a 
MAC game this year when Miami 
scored a touchdown and added a 
two-point conversion ... BG has 
given up just 24 third-quarter 
points in the 14 MAC games 
they've played since the begin- 
ning of the 1991 season ... split 
end Ronnie Redd caught a pass in 
his 20th straight game Saturday 
... senior split end Dave Hankins 
doubled his career total for TD 
receptions with two against 
Miami. 
The BG News Sports 
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Huskies meet Wildcats 
by Rick Warner 
The Associated Press 
When top-ranked Washington visits No. 12 Ari- 
zona, It will give fans and poll voters their first 
concrete comparison between the Huskies and 
their closest challenger for the national champion- 
ship, second-ranked Miami. 
That's because Arizona is the only team that 
plays Washington and Miami during the regular 
season. The Wildcats nearly upset Miami at the 
Orange Bowl on Sept. 26, falling 8-7 when they 
missed a 51-yard field goal on the final play. 
"It's a different time," Arizona coach Dick 
Tomey said. "We're a better team, Miami's a better 
team, Washington's a different team. We're play- 
ing (Washington) at home and they respect us. 
Miami didn't. It's totally different" 
Boston College isn't usually compared to football 
powers like Notre Dame. On Saturday, the un- 
beaten, ninth-ranked Eagles are given a good 
chance of beating the No. 8 Irish at South Bend. 
"I told our players after the Navy game that 
right now Boston College Is playing better than we 
are," Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz said. 
When it comes to football success, there's been 
no comparison between Nebraska and Kansas. 
After 23 straight losses to the No. 7 Comhuskers, 
the No. 13 Jay hawks could be ready for a break- 
through Saturday in Lincoln. 
"They can throw the football and run the football 
very effectively," Nebraska linebacker Trev Al- 
berts said. "They have a great quarterback. It's not 
something where you know they're going to pass 
all four downs." 
In other Top 25 games, it's No. 3 Alabama at 
LSU; No. 4 Michigan at Northwestern; Louisville at 
No. 5 Texas A&M; Maryland at No. 6 Florida State; 
Virginia Tech at No. 10 Syracuse; No. 11 Southern 
Cal at No. 21 Stanford; Southern Mississippi at No. 
14 Florida; Oklahoma State at No. 16 Colorado; No. 
17 North Carolina State at Virginia; No. 18 North 
Carolina at Clemson; Arkansas at No. 19 Mississip- 
pi State; No. 20 Texas at Texas Christian; Minne- 
sota at No. 22 Ohio State; and Arizona State at No. 
25 Washington State. 
Cavs aim to be champs 
by Chuck Melvln 
The Associated Press 
RICHFIELD, Ohio - Brad 
Daugherty just turned 27. Mark 
Price Is 28. Larry Nance is 33. 
Soon, describing the Cleveland 
Cavaliers as a young, promising 
team won't wash The time has 
come for this group, once de- 
scribed by Magic Johnson as the 
"team of the '90s," to live up to 
Its billing. 
"We've got a veteran core, and 
that's good, because they know 
what it takes to win," says coach 
Lenny Wilkens, whose Cavaliers 
open the NBA regular season 
Friday night against the two-time 
defending champion Chicago 
Bulls. 
It's the perfect opening-night 
test for the Cavaliers, whose only 
significant offseason move - the 
signing of former New York 
Knicks guard Gerald Wilkins - 
was aimed squarely at Chicago. 
More precisely, it was aimed 
squarely at Michael Jordan, who 
hasn't had to face a defender in 
Cleveland with Wilkins' combin- 
ation of quickness and height 
since the Cavs traded away Ron 
Harper in 1989. 
"I don't know that it's possible 
to stop Jordan," Cleveland gen- 
eral manager Wayne Erabry said. 
"But... there aren't many people 
who guard Michael as well as 
Gerald. He's one of the top de- 
fensive guards in the league." 
Aside from the addition of Wil- 
kins and the signing of rebound- 
ing specialist Jerome Lane, the 
Cavaliers figure to be the same 
team that was ousted by the Bulls 
in six games in the Eastern Con- 
ference finals last spring. 
Despite the repeated problems 
against Jordan and the Bulls, 
Embry and coach Lenny Wilkens 
saw no need to overhaul a unit 
coming off the most successful 
season in its history. 
"We didn't need to make the 
kinds of major changes New 
York made," Wilkens said. "New 
York had trouble scoring 80 
points a game last year. Our 
changes were more subtle. We 
had young players who have done 
very well. The veterans now 
know what it takes to get there, 
and that's a plus. Our improve- 
ment is from within." 
The Cavaliers' well-balanced 
nucleus is virtually unchanged 
from last year. 
Daugherty is coming off a 
season that cemented him as one 
of the NBA's elite centers, as he 
averaged 21.5 points and 10.4 re- 
bounds per game. Though tendin- 
itis in his knee has sidelined him 
for much of the preseason, he 
practiced this week and pro- 
nounced himself ready to go. 
BGtofaceUIQWMU 
by Alex Brlcker 
sports writer 
Bowling Green gained its 
first Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association win last Saturday 
as the Falcons defeated CCHA 
newcomer Kent State 5-3. 
BG was shocked on Friday at 
the Ice Arena when the Golden 
Flashes came out flying and 
snatched a 5-2 victory from the 
Falcons. 
Up next for Bowling Green is 
something that neither the 
team nor the fans have seen 
before in league play. The Fal- 
cons will be facing two 
different teams in one week- 
end. The Brown and Orange 
travel to the University of Illi- 
nois-Chicago Flames on Friday 
and then travel two and a half 
hours to meet the Broncos of 
Western Michigan. 
"It adds some excitement to 
the season," coach Jerry York 
said. "We usually play one 
team for three periods on one 
night, then come out the next 
night and play the same team 
for three more periods. Now 
we'll be facing two different 
teams on two different nights." 
Illinois-Chicago is coming 
off of a weekend sweep by 
Hockey East member North- 
eastern. The Flames lost 8-2 on 
Friday and 4-2 oh Saturday. 
UIC is led by freshman for- 
ward Rob Hutson (four goals 
and three assists for seven 
points), sophomore forward 
Mark Zdan (2-5-7), and sopho- 
FLAMES 
G 
Utktrm Mi- I.V-.I iu\»r»n, 
more forward Derek Knorr 
(2-4-6). 
Sophomore Jon Hillebrandt 
is the Flames' No. 1 goalie with 
a record of one win and three 
losses. He owns a 4.53 goals 
against average and an 87.4 
save percentage. Hillebrandt is 
backed up in goal by Jeff 
Featherstone and Trent Levins. 
Western Michigan is coming 
off of a weekend shocker 
against the University of Mich- 
igan Wolverines. WMU took 
three out of four points from 
UM with a 2-2 tie on Friday and 
an 8-4 loss on Saturday. 
The Broncos are lead by this 
week's    CCHA   offensive 
"player of the week," Ryan 
D'Arcy. The sophomore for- 
ward has scored two goals and 
four assists for six points this 
season. WMU is also lead by 
senior center Pat Ferschweiler 
(1-5-6). Byron Witkowski, Colin 
Ward and Chris Ward round 
out the top scorers for the 
Broncos with five points 
apiece. 
Sophomore Brian Renfrew is 
WMU's top goalie with a 2-0 
record to go along with a 3.00 
GAA and a 91.3 save percent- 
age. 
The starting goalie for Fri- 
day night is still undecided for 
BG. The Falcons got strong 
goaltending last Saturday from 
freshman Aaron Ellis. Ellis, a 
1992 draft pick by the Quebec 
Nordiques, looked great in goal 
and is a consideration for the 
starting position this weekend. 
Ellis and Will Clarke will be the 
two goalies most likely taken 
on the trip this weekend. 
"I've been working hard the 
past couple of weeks in prac- 
tice and I knew I'd get my 
chance sooner or later. I just 
had no idea it would be this 
weekend," Ellis said. "It was 
really nerve-racking being my 
first game and all. The first 
shot that went by me for a goal 
was a slap in the face and said, 
'Hey, bear down and play well 
through the rest of the night.'" 
Mi Want To Serve You! 
#Come to 
little Italy, A Spaghetti Dinner 
Onlu $3.00 will oet uou 
* Beverage and Desserts * Great Musical Entertainment * 
♦ Delicious Spaghetti ♦ Door Prizes ♦ Warm Garlic Bread ♦ 
(WHEN: Sunday, Nov. 8 - anytime between 4:30-6:30pm    ^ 
WHERE:  Kappa Kappa Gamma & Phi Kappa Psl Houses      ) 
BE THERE! YOUR FRIENDS WILL BE 
Sponsored in part by: 
McDermott Catering.T. Marzeto' Co., 
Sam's WholesaleClub and 
the Greek Week Steering Committee 
Carl Wolf Studios, Inc. is back, for 
one last session of pre-scheduled senior portraits. 
If you haven't had your portrait taken, you have 
been pre-assigned a portrait session during the 
next few weeks. To keep your appointment, 
simply be at the KEY office on your day, 28 West 
Hall, 10 a.m.- 6 p.m., closed 1 -2 for lunch. It's thai 
simple. Call 372-8086 if you need more 
information. 
FOOTBALL   BASEBALL m 
SPORTS i 
CARD I 
SHOW I 
SONDAY i 
NOV. 8th l 
10AM -5PM 
118EPPLER 
CENTER 
CD 
S 
3    FREE ADMISSION   jjj 
"      ITVBlOOd      A3H0OH     P 
Classified 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
•TOXIC TUESDAY" 
Ralfy against British Petroleum (BP). Ohio's 
Biggest Polluter Organized by 8GSU Student 
Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC). 
Tues.Nov 10.3pm. Union Oval 
E very one Welcome' 
A reminder 
Phi Eta S*gma officer applications are available 
outside 310 BA Applications are due Novem- 
ber^ 
Derek Wolfgram 
Campus Polly eyes 
Derek Wolfgram 
9:30-1230 a.m. 
Derek Wolfgram 
(the Greeks outside my window guy) 
No cover .Good food... 
Good beer   Good tunes. 
Derek Wolfgram' 
Jeopardy 
presented by STEP-1 
Saturday Night at 9:15a! 
THE DRY DOCK 
POSITIVE SWEAT 
performing at the Dry Dock 
Nov. 7th, 10:30 
Spnng '92 and Fall '92 Phi Eta Sigma initiates 
MUST pick up their certificates from Shelly Yi- 
nglmg, 117 Rodgers. il you did NOT attend the 
banquets 
STEP-1 Presents Jeopardy 
Saturday Nkjht at 9:15 at 
THE DRY DOCK 
PERSONALS 
The Dry Dock presents 
POSITIVE SWEAT 
November 7th at 1030P m 
AND 
Step-i Presents 
Jeopardy. 9:15-10:15 p.m. 
in (he Galley) 
OPEN TO ALL 
The Dry Dock presents 
POSITIVE SWEAT 
November 7th at '0 30p.m. 
AND 
Step-1 Presents 
Jeopardy 9 15-10 15 p.m 
in the Galley1 
OPEN TO ALL 
The Dry Dock presents 
POSITIVE SWEAT 
Nov. 71h, 10:30 
To All of the WBGU FM's Staff 
There will be a staff mooting 
Tuesday. November 10.1992 at 9:00p.m. 
in South HaN Be mere1 
WANTED: GameMasters. Referees, Dung 
eonMasters. Heroes. Rogues. Cannon Fodder 
& would-be World Conquerors for games of all 
sots Apply in person every Fn at6:00pm.Rm 
222 Educ. BkJg.: The Bowling Green Gammg 
Society 
LOST& FOUND 
Lost: Imitation gold 
and diamond tennis bracelet 
Please call 353 3823 Reward 
LOST: White disk case containing 3 blue Mac 
disks Of absolutely no value to anyone but 
owner. Please leave message at 372-3652"I 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? We can help 
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services. 
Call 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.  
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy 
Call 352-3987 Irom 8am - 9pm 
Would you tike to make up to $500 a week in 
your own home? Send Si 00 and SASE to R 
Moliison. P.O  Box 201. Bowling Green. OH 
43402  
You need help and you know you do... 
Call Fact Line for a free ALD Tutor1 
372-2445 
ECLA-ZliL 111HATK EJ|P*fel 
BOWLING GKI-XN • »J Itf!     \[ff MW/l'l] 
HONEY ■ 
■cip 
Nightly at 7:15 
Sat. Sun. Mat. 2:00 4:00 
BOOIilERANli 
EDDIE 
MURPHY, 
(sj Nightly at 9:15 
Fit Sat. Midnight 
"Pet Sematary T R 
' Delta Sigma Pi' 
Little Sean 
Only one more day 
until you're a BROTHER! 
Good luck I 
Love, BIG LISA 
• Delta Sigma Pi * 
' Friends ol the Deal* 
There's an exciting meeting Sun.. Nov. 8 at 
9 00pm 202 ED Two deal members will speak 
about the^i oipenoncus Be there1 
"Spnng Break1" Bahamas Cruise (*10 
Meals) $279' Panama City With Kitchen $1191 
Cancun $429< Jamaica $479) Daytona (Kitch- 
ens) $1491 Key West $2491 Prices Increase 
12/11/921 
1 600-676-6386. 
•Rush Group #12' 
Reunion time with your Rho Chi's Carolyn & 
Katie. Otlen. East Lounge 6:30 p m. on 11/SI 
Bring $ for ptzya' ^^ 
•UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS* 
Applications due November 6,1992 
•Promote BGSU In A Unique Style!* 
-DELTA SIGMA PI- 
Secret Lil'Jim McGowani 
Good luck at Initiation! 
Get Psyched! 
Many Beers. Your Secret Big! 
21 21 21 21 Amy Ebel 21 21 21 21 
Congratulations' Hope your day is super' 
Now you can make beer runs for all of us' 
Love, Colleen, Came and Holly 
Air Force ROTC 
SSgt. Langton. 
We sure will miss you' Have a safe trip to LA. 
Det 620 will never be the same without youl 
Julie, Brenda & Landa 
Campus Folklore: What two things supposedly 
happen it you walk on the right side of the 
Campus Seal? 
You will gel a good grade on an upcoming 
exam and you will marry a fellow falcon. 
Check out the Folklore issue ol Miscellany 
Magazine on Nov. 9! 
Chucki- I'm so glad you're here! I've missed 
you so much - hope that I can make it worth 
your ride I Love. Me 
DELTA GAMMA ft ALPHA PHI 
The Sisters ol Delta Gamma would like to con- 
gratulate the Sisters of Alpha Phi tor a success- 
ful philanthropy   Special thanks to our great 
coaches. Kim and Juliet 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
Ld'K.T. 
One more day until Initiation1 
Congratulations 11 
Love, Big Hayley 
Delta Sigma PI 
Melissa Jones 
You've done great so far. 
We know you'll do well 
at Initiation' Good luck! 
Love, Your Big ft Grandbig 
Delia Sigma Pi 
Good luck Eric' 
You are the Greatest' 
Hugs and Kisses. 
Love. Gwen 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Paula, my Secret Lll\ 
Soon you'll be a brother 
Don't worry, you'll do great. 
Then my identity I can tell you 
I truly can not waitl 
Good luck. 
Your Secret Big 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Lil' Paula 
Just one moe day until I can 
call you a Brother' Good Luck! 
Deltasig love. Big Melissa  
DELTA SIGMA PI 
Lil'Jeff 
Good luck at Initiation! 
Don't forget to bring your 
Tarzan vest and guitar. 
Love, Your Big ft Secret Big 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Grand Little Sean 
The Big Day is here. Know the purpose and all 
the questions. See you at breakfast. 
Your Grandbig, 
Dennis 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Delta Sigma PI 
Secret Little KT. 
Good luck at Initiation! 
Know your stuff ft you'll do fine. 
Secret B>g 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Delta Sigma PI 
Secret Lil' Chris Merrlck 
Tomorrow is your day 
You will become a Brother 
You will soon discover 
Your Secret Bigs are like no other! 
Best of l uck i Love Your Secret Big X2 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Ul Debbie. 
Hope you are excited for tomorrow! 
You will do a great jobl 
Your Big. Lisa 
Delta Sigma PI 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Secret Little Angle Wacker 
Good luck at Initiation' 
I know you'H 0o fine1 
Love. Your Secret Big! 
MISTER SPOT'S 
125 EAST COURT* DOWNTOWN 
FREE DELIVERY / OPEN LATE 7 DAYS 
352-SPOT 
VALID ONLY 
SPOT'S 
WITH COUPON 
SIX FREE WINGS 
WITH ORDER OF 24 o- 
PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES • BUFFALO WINGS 
WORLDS GREATEST HOAGIES • BEER IN/TO GO 
Dallaaig' DWUlig 
Sacrat LIB* Maliisa Mayets. 
Good luck allniMaonl 
You're almost thorel 
Love, Your Secret Big 
DG - TTKA  DG - TTKA 
Brian - Hey. you rmaliy got your wish- You're 
going to OUTLAWED! I hope you're as exciied 
as I am. 
Love.Juls 
DG - TTKA - DG - TTKA 
DG DG Dawn Ingram DG DG 
Thank you lor everything you've done these 
oast lew weeks. You are a great Big, room- 
mate, and most ol all, a wonderful Ihend. 
Well miss you Saturday I love ya-Juls 
DGDGOGDGDG 
Via - Finally, an OUTLAWED we can enjoy 
together. Bertha Rules! 
Love ya. Me 
DGDGDGDGDG 
DG LynnS Jaime DG 
Get psyched lor OUTLAWED1 You guys are 
great. I love ya, Juls 
DG DGDGDGDGDG 
Did you know... 
85% ol BGSU students leel 5 or more dnnks in 
one setting, once or twice a week, is a per- 
ceived nsk? (based on a 1992 survey) 
Alcohol Awareness Week 1992 
November 1-7 
Did you know... 
Close to 1/4 ol BGSU students choose not to 
drink alcohol when they attend a party? (based 
onai992survey| 
Alcohol Awareness Week 1992 
November 1-7 
Did you know... 
In El Salvador, drunk drivers are executed by a 
finng squad alter then l.fst oltonse  
DISCOVER EUROPE 
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
Earn6cr hr. grad or undergrad 
Classes m English 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE 
Information Meeting: French House 
Tuesday. Nov. 10; 8:30 p.m. 
More into: Dr. Chittle 372-8180/372 2646 
DISCOVER EUROPE 
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
Earn 6 cr. hr. grad or undergrad 
Classes in English 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE 
Information meeting French House 
Tuesday. Nov. 10,8:30 p.m. 
More into: Or Chittle 372-8180/372-2646 
Do you or someone you know need an apart- 
ment for Spnng Semester? Rent SlSOVmonth, 
own bedroom, close to campus. Call Steph 
352-7281 
EDDY IS COMING 
TO HARSHMAN 
NOV. 8. 7:30-9 PM 
FEATURED DRAFTS: Woodpecker Alcoholic 
Cider and Whitbread Ale 
BOTTLED   ENGLISH    ALES:   Bass,    Sam 
Smith's Pale Ale and Oatmeal Stout. 
Campus Pollyeyes. 440 E. Court St 
Get involved in Intramurals" Applications are 
being accepted lor the Intramural Advisory 
Board lor Spring 1992 until November 13 in the 
Intramural Office. Pick up application in 108 
HecCirie-  
H.A.S.T.E.: HIVAIDS AWARENESS 
STEPPING TOWARD EMPOWERMENT 
Do you anticipate working with clients who 
have HIV/AIDS in your future7 Beginning 
Tues , Nov. 10 at 9 p.m., the first of a 5 part 
series program on HIV/AIDS will be con- 
ducted. Find out the latest treatments and cop- 
ing skills Hear personal stones HASTE will 
meet in the lobby of the Student Health Center. 
If you have a special concern about HIV/AIDS. 
call 372-8302 to register  
H.A.S.T.E.: HIV/AIDS AWARENESS 
STEPPING TOWARD EMPOWERMENT 
Do you know someone who has HIV/AIDS? 
Beginning Tues, Nov. 10 at 9 p.m., the first 
of a 5 part series program on HIV/AIDS will 
be conducted. Find out the latest treavnents 
and coping skills. Hear personal stones. 
HASTE, will meet in the tabby ol the Student 
Health Center. II you have a special concern 
about HIVAIDS. call 372-8302 to register. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JEN PRO 
WE   SAVED   THE   BEST   FOR   LAST   YA 
KNOW. NOW THAT YOU'RE FINALLY 21. 
THE TIME HAS COME TO HAVE SOME FUN! 
HAPPY 21 stl 
 LOVE, YOUR ROOMIES 
Judy Nieset ol Delta Sigma Pi 
Get psyched lor Initiation! 
You'll do our family proud! 
Love, Your Big. Betty 
Kappa Sigma' Kappa Sigma 
Brooke. Stack), and Keilio. 
As they bury me now 
Six feet there my body lies 
SDH leel like I'm going down 
I hear a distant wailing c/y 
God something must've gone wrong 
And much too late I realize 
Now I lay me down to sleep 
Blah, blah, blah, my soul to keep 
If I die before I wake 
111 OO TO HELL for heaven's sake 
Place all your trust here in 
Brian, Jim and PD 
Kappa Sigma' Kappa Sigma 
MG. 
Did you get your Senior Cilzani card yet?? 
Happy Birthday11 
Love.S.G 
Toledo 
Medical 
Services, Inc.1 
Reproductive Health Care 
for Women 
Abortion to 17 Weeks 
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE  v 
Free Pregnancy Tests 
Special Student Rates 
All Services Strictly Confidential 
5164 Monroe St., 
Toledo, Ohio 
1-800-367-2036 
885-5700 
Foreign Folklore: Greek folklore says, on New 
Year's Eve a coin is placed m fresh baked 
bread and getting the coin is? 
Good luck for the upcoming year. 
Check out the Folklore issue ol Miscellany 
Magazine on Nov. 9' 
Free Fashon Show - All Welcome 
This Sunday, November 8 
2:00 p.m., 121 West Hall 
"A Fashion Salute to the American Style- 
Fashion Merchandising Asswcation 
Free Fashon Snow • All Welcome 
This Sunday. November 6 
2:00 p.m.. 121 West Hall 
"A Fashion Salute to the American Style" 
Fashon Merchandising Associaton 
Nails-Fiber glass, $35 00 Fill. $17.00. Acrylic, 
$25 00: Fill. $15.00 Nail piercing. $5.00 Cam 
pus Headquarters ' 354-2244 
NOW DISCOVER EUROPE 
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE 
Earn6cr hr grad or undergrad 
Classes m English 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE 
Information Meeting French House 
Tuesday. Nov. 10.8:30 p.m. 
More info: Dr. Chittle 372-8180/372-2648 
Order any Specialty Pizza, get free order of 
Garlic Bread w/ cheese, inside only. 
Campus Pollyeyes. 440 E Court Si 
PhiOelf Pike'Phi Deit 
Tonights the night 
Be at Mark* at 6:00PM 
Don't forget your date 
Dual Date Dash 
Pikes" Phi Dell * Pikes 
Phi Sig* Phi Sig "Phi Sig 
A big thanks to last year's Executive Council 
You did a great job. 
Damn Proud 
Phi Sig " Alpha Phi • Phi Sig 
Thanks to our Alpha Phi Broomball coaches 
Phi Sig * Alpha Phi" Phi Sig 
PI PHI" PI PHI ■ PI PHI 
The Sisters ol PI BETA PHI would like to con- 
gratulate Sarah Wolf on her recent pearling 
toChariy Kho. 
PI PHI "PI PHI'PI PHI 
PI PHI "PI PHI "PI PHI 
The Sisters of PI BETA PHI would like to con- 
gratulate our houseboy Greg Price on hit re- 
cent pearling ol University ol Michigan Alpha 
Chi Omega. Jennifer Dragon 
PI PHI "PI PHI* PI PHI 
ROB WEINMANN 
BG WATER POLO 
Good luck at Findlay this weekend' Use your 
GUNS to kick some a   ' I love youl 
Your Guns Groupie 
P.S. Number of goals-number ol times we 
celebrate????? 
SAE Josh & Chris SAE 
Get your Spurs and Guns 
Cause the two Stephanies 
Are going to round you up 
and have some fun at 
Outlawed '92 
DG OUTLAWED DG 
SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK '93 
JAMAICA, CANCUN & FLORIDA FROM $119 
BOOK   EARLY   A   SAVE    $$'   ORGANIZE 
GROUP   TRAVEL   FREEI   SUN    SPLASH 
TOURS 1-800-426-7710. 
&gEp 
Sig Ep Sam Sez: Happy HOFNAR Day 
SigEp 
S»g Ep * Dee Gee * Sig Ep' Dee Gee 
Mike. Jeff, Hans, Matt. Mike Jason. 
Raid and Dan 
The time has come and outlawed is near. 
So grab your gun and all your gear. 
Get ready to drink and have some fun. 
'Cause DG Outlawed is second to nonel 
SIGMA KAPPA 
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to wish 
Doris Schroer and Audrey Pnntiss good luck 
this weekend at the Fash.pn Show"  
Sigma Phi Epsion 
Brother of the WeeK: Billy Pnce 
Athlete of the Week: Mark Finn 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
STEVE MARTIN WEEK 
Buy any Video at regular pnce and receive any 
Sieve Martin video free. Expires ' 1/6/92 
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS 
140 E.Wooster 354-5283 
Take Care of Yourself Learn ways to lower 
your fat intake and Mood cholesterol level tool 
You're invited to a free cholesterol education 
class. Learn how to read food labels and more. 
Wednesday. Nov. 11 at 6 p.m in the Student 
Health Centor Call 372-8302 for more) Into. 
TARA 4 MICHELLE 
Irs been a weekl Get out of jail, free! 
Aren't you glad E lection Day is over? 
Act your age' 
Love, Mel an i e 
Tee, 
I love you roomiel You're the best! 
TC2B 2 Foreverl 
Love, Bizz 
The Betas ask.. 
"Have you ever heard of a 
Buffalo Bash?" 
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMING! 
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS COMING! 
NOV.  16-20 AT THE  NORTHEAST COM- 
MONS 
10:30am-4:30pm 
■ CENTER FOR CHOICE I 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
PROUD TO 
BE PRO-CHOICE 
16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
1-800-589-6005 
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi would like to 
congratulate Jason Shawberry on his en- 
gagement lo Pity Evors!  
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi are proud 
to announce our 92-93 Beta Sweetheart 
Stephanie Yeeger of Alpha XI Delia 
To I he Bamboo Bandits: 
Please return our wicker chair 
fo the East Wooster House!! Ill 
We Want To Serve Youl 
Come dine with your friends in 
LITTLE ITALY 
For only $3 00. you can enjoy 
■ great spaghetti dinner, 
musical entertainment and 
a fun social atmosphere1 
Sun., Nov. 8 anytime 
between 4:30-6:30 p.m. 
Be at the Kappa Kappa Gamma 
and the Phi Kappa Psi House1 
We'll see you (here! 
"Harry "Anne. 
Are you going to have a Happy Birthday, 
am I going to have to crack your toes? 
Love, Fur Bear 
WANTED 
i or 2 M/F sublease's wanted 
b share apt. dose to campus. 
Heat ind, $20u7mo. 3530922, James. 
$ $ 100 CASH BONUS $ $ 
Dec. Commencement Tickets 
Willing to pay1 
Call Bill 81352-5147 
Help! Subleaser needed for Spring 93 semes- 
ter One block from campus. 1 bdrm, 2 person. 
Furnished, relatively cheap. 
Desperate! Call 353-7803 
Male roommate. 
Close to campus. $i64/mo. 
Call 354-7403 
Mature female roommate. 
$ '65 T o plus uM Own room. 
Call 352-2197 
Non-smokmg  female  subleaser  needed  for 
Spring. Fum. apt. across from campus. Call 
Amy ai 352-8385. 
One female subleaser for Spring semester. 
Very cheap and dose to campusl 
Please call 352-4536, leave message 
One male subleaser wanted to share apart- 
ment dose to campus Spnng Semester Call 
353-2334. 
Room m a house 
-OWN ROOM* 
Very dose to campus 
An arm's reach awayl 
Call 352-0946  
Subleaser needed for Spring semester m a 
beautiful, spacious apartment that is close to 
campus Call 352-2651 
Subleaser wanted Available 11-i Own room 
Cheap rent CaH Linda 352-0317. 
HELP WANTED 
$200-$500 WEEKLY 
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. 
You're   paid   direct    Fully   Guaranteed 
FREEInformation-24    Hour    Hotline. 
801-379-2900. Copyright > OH 171KDH 
$202.50 Sell 50 lunny. college T-shirts and 
make $202.50. No financial oo ga: on A Risk 
Free program. Avg. sales time is 4-6 hours. 
Choose Irom 18 designs. Smaller/larger quan- 
tities avail Cai» 1-800-733-3265 
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED 
NOW  INTERVIEWING   for   the  summer  of 
19931 
Need a summer job? Don't wait til the last 
minute I 
Our campgroud. Yogi Bear's Jeltyslone Camp 
Resort, is looking lor 2 creative, outgoing per- 
sons to coordinate & direct activities lor a fami- 
ly camping resort. 
Location: Aurora, Ohio. 5 miles from Sea World 
of Ohio and Geauga Lake Park. 
Experience preferred but not a must. 
Male or female. 
Living facilities provided. 
If interested, send resume to: 
Jellystone Camp Resort 
3392S.R 82 
Manua. OH 44255 
American Dream Kosmetice, Inc. 
An Ohio based nationwide cosmetics com- 
pany Is expanding In all areas. Aloe based 
skin care and glamour products. Sales 
counselors & directors needed. No Inven- 
tory to Stock. 1-600-USA-8759, 8-5, M-f. GO- 
OO-OOI 
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Membersl 
TUTORS ALWAYS WANTED 
You've gotta know a lot about something... 
Why donT you tutor someone who doesnl? 
(ANY course you've taken is acceptable) 
Be a volunteer lor ALD 
Call Paul at 372-5063 tor information 
Earn $1,000 per week at home stuffing enve- 
lopes' For Information, please send long self 
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enter- 
prises. Box 67068C, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 
44222  
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our clrcu- 
lsrs!...Begin NOW!... FREE packet! SEYS, 
Dept.    235,    Box    4000,    Cordova,    TN 
38018-4000 
GOOD MONEY 
Need someone to do various yardwork (rake 
leaves, trim  shrubs, pull weeds, etc.)   You 
make your own hours. Call 352-1846 
Need more money? 
Went to help others? 
As a BeautiControl Image Consultant you can 
do both' Full & Part time opportunities. Profes- 
sonai training provided Call 686 0801.  
Now taking applications for lunch help and 
closing hours. Apply at either Perrysburg Sub- 
ways   Pt 25 and Rt 20  
Pi. time bartender, 5:30-11:30. 
Apply at LaRoe's Restaurant. 
Grand Rapids. 
SPRINGBREAKERS 
Promote our Florida Spnng Break 
packages Earn MONEY and FREE tnps. 
Call Campus Marketing 800-423-5264. 
Van dnver-pt position to provide transporta- 
tion to and Irom social service agency Must be 
between age ol 21 to 65. have valid drivers li- 
cense, and excellent dnving record Send re- 
sumeto: P.O. Bo' 738. Bowling Green. EOE. 
V   ALASKA SUMMER JOBS 
Students needed' Earn $600* 
per week in canneries or 
$4000* per month on fishing boats. 
No experience necessary' 
Get a head start on summer! 
For program call 
(206) 545-4155 Ext. A5S44 
ELECTRICIANS 
APPRENTICESHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 
(Men & Women)The Toledo Electrical Joint 
Apprenticeship and Training Committee will be 
accepting applications for apprenticeship from 
November 2, 1992 through November 13, 
1992. Applications will be available at the Ap- 
prenticeship Training Center, 803 Lime City 
Road, Rossford, Ohio (behind Local 8)on the 
hour from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, If you are at least 18 years of 
age. have successfully completed one year of 
high school algebra or a post high school alge- 
bra course, have a high school diploma or GED 
and are m good health, you qualify to apply for 
said Program. YOU MUST APPLY IN PER- 
SON. 
Recruitment, selection, employment and train- 
ing of apprentices is done without discnmi- 
nation due to race, religion, color, national on- 
gmor sex. 
FIELDHOUSE EMPLOYEES 
The Bowling Green FieWhousewill be accept- 
ing applications lor student employment be- 
ginning Thursday, November 5th in the Stu- 
dent Recreation Center Main Office. Applica- 
tion deadline wi be Wednesday, November 
nth. however, will be limited to the Nnrt 100 
applicants. 
WANT TO TRAVEL FREE, EARN CASH 
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE? 
Students & Organizations call 
College Tours to join our teaml 
We have 25 years experience. 
great pnees, hotels & destinations 
Call 1 (800) 959-4SUN 
FOR SALE 
1983 Honda Civic. 
Excellent A economical transportation. 
Call 352-6562. 
1986 Mercury Cougar LS 
white, loaded, key-less entry, good condition, 
low mileage, asking $4600 Call 352-1908 after 
6 pm  
1991 Black 19" TREK Mm Bike w'21 speeds 
$350 00 or best - Call Rick anytime. 353-7213 - 
AgrealX-masgiftl  
84' Ponbac 6000 STE, new tires, exhaust, 
loaded, Sunroof, immaculate. Call 352-3664. 
ASSAULT DETERRENT 
Defend yourself against attack' 
ASSAULT DETERRENT will render your at- 
tacker helpless upon contact 
For more info Call Bill 353-8803 
CHEAP! FBIUS. SEIZED 
89MERCEDES       $200 
86 VW $50 
87MERCEDES $100 
65 MUSTANG $65 
Choose Irom thousands starting $25 
FREE In forma Don -24 Hour Hotline. 
801 379-2929 Copyright «0H17KJC 
Good winter car: 84 Toyota Celica GT. 
117.000 mi., 5 sp. A/C, cruise 
$1000.8774)375. 
Kawasaki '81 440 LTD. 
Good condition. $600 firm. 
Jeff. 353-5003 
Moving soon? Items lor sale. 
Magnavox 2 head VCR w/remote, 1 yr. old. 
$100. Twin bed, complete w/headboard, $50. 
Expandable bed frame, cordless phone and 
weight bench wiweights and also twin head- 
boards. Leather jump boots. Call Dave, 
352-5801  
YAMAHA Acoustic Guitar w/ case. 
Less than 1 yr. old. Excellent cond. 
$250. OBO Call Jenny, 353-7101. 
FOR RENT 
Need subleases in Dec. 
2 b/b - Free heat, A/C, HBO 
Call 353-1507. 
Roommate needed Spring semester. 
Wash/dryer, dose to campus. $150.00 per 
month . electric Call 353-4310 after 4.00 p.m. 
Starting 1/8 - sublease until May. Close to 
campus.$335'utility.2bedroom 352-2979. 
Sublease i bedroom apt. available m Decem- 
ber Furnished, A/C, cheap utilities. Can 
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354-3996. 
Subleaser needed - Spring semester. Studio 
apartment, close to campus $175.00 plus utili- 
ties. Call 353-0271 
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'Howard's 
End' just 
the start 
of terrific 
by David Huffman 
Insider film critic 
Batman Returns and Lethal 
Weapon 3 are the films that will 
leap to most people's minds if 
asked about the "best" movies 
from the summer. Neither of these 
film's, however, can hold a candle 
to Howard's End - a beautiful 
movie which was released in larger 
cities In the summer and Is Just now 
making Its way Into smaller mar- 
kets. 
Howard's End is yet another 
near-perfect film from the produc- 
tion team of Merchant Ivory, 
whose other credits include A 
Room With a View and Maur- 
ice. Like these other two 
films, Howard's End is an adap- 
tation of an E. M. Forster novel and 
is a British period drama of excep- 
tional detail. 
A kind of intellectual soap opera, 
Howard's End focuses on Mar- 
garet and Helen Schlegel (Emma 
Thompson and Helena Bonham- 
Carter) as their lives are touched, 
romanticly and politically, by men 
from the extremes of the British 
social scale. On the one side is the 
wealthy Henry Wilcox (Anthony 
A HOUSE WITH A VIEW   Sam West and Helen* Bonham Carter are just two bright points In the galaxy called How- 
ard's End.' 
Hopkins), on the other the lower- 
class Leonard Bast (Sam West). 
Margaret's eventual marriage to 
Henry causes a rift between her 
and her Idealistic sister, whose own 
obsessive pity and sponsorship of 
Leonard leads to disaster at How- 
ard's End, the country home for 
which the film is named. The re- 
lationships between these four 
characters overlap and intertwine 
with one another to such a degree 
that any action by one of them will 
Invariably affect the rest. 
It's Impossible to even attempt to 
summarize Howard's End's Intri- 
cate storyline and do It Justice. The 
film Is not about any one aspect of 
the plot but must be taken as a 
whole. Every scene is important 
and fascinating, as director James 
ivory does not waste one second of 
screen time. Howard's End Is a 
love story, a character study, a 
comedy of manners and a troubling 
drama. Rather than creating the 
feeling that the film is trying to be 
too much, though, It excels as 
each. For this feat a great deal of 
credit must be given to Ruth 
Prawer Jhabvala's brilliant adapta- 
tion, which Is always literate but 
never dull. 
Jhabvala's script and Ivory's 
direction give the actors and ac- 
tresses in the film only the best ad- 
vantages for delivering powerful 
performances. Thompson is per- 
fect as the talkative Margaret, who 
knows how to use her feminine 
charms and strength to get what 
she wants. Bonham-Carter, a regu- 
lar player In Merchant ivory films, 
gives another stand-out perform- 
ance as the highly Independent He- 
len, and Hopkins once again uses 
the subtlety that won him an Oscar 
earlier this year to make Henry 
come to life. 
Howard's End is a magnificent 
film. Its lush photography and cos- 
tuming highlight performances and 
a script which are amazing on all 
levels. It Is easily the best film of the 
year so far and will hopefully not be 
forgotten about by the Academy 
Awards. 
by Dave Baskind 
The   Incredible   College   of   Musical 
Knowledge 
By the time most of you read 
this, all the ballots should be In, all 
the ballots should be tallied, and 
the winner should be decided. No, 
I'm not talkin' 'bout the presidential 
election, you boob. (As I write this, 
it's the middle of Section Day and 
the only results I've heard were 
from a small East Coast town 
where Bush had 13 votes, Perot 
had four and Clinton had two.) I'm 
talkin' 'bout the flood of mail that 
has Inundated our offices In re- 
sponse to THE BIG QUIZ here at 
"Dr. Dave's Incredible College of 
Musical Knowledge." We'll an- 
nounce the music master's identity 
in next week's edition. In the words 
of Mr. Thomas Petty: "The waiting 
is the hardest part." 
The last quiz before THE BIG 
ONE asked you to name any of 
The Hooters' Top 40 hits. Their 
three hits were 'Where Do the 
Children Go,' 'Day By Day' and 
'And We Danced.' From the en- 
tries, Craig Ward, who lists The 
Dead as his favorite book, was se- 
lected as this week's winner. Hey 
hey, my my. 
For your shot at snagging this 
week's prizes - a FREE promo tape 
from Finders Records And Tapes 
at 128 N. Main in BG AND a FREE 
tasty three-Item medium pizza from 
Carly Cheena's at Conant and 
Dudley in Maumee - Just send your 
name, address, phone number and 
favorite TV character to Dr. Dave's 
Quiz, c/o 214 West Hall, or slam It 
on Into the Intriguing wooden box 
in 210 West Hall before Tuesday, 
Nov. 17. By the way, If you haven't 
checked out Finders or Carly 
Cheena's yet, you don't know what 
you're missing. Finders has an 
amazing selection of musical stuff 
at great prices and Carly Cheena's 
has pizza, pasta and sandwiches 
that are just too good for words and 
well worth a little drive. 
Today, we honor the 'I.' They 
dot it at OSU and some people put 
a heart over It. It's the only word in 
the English language (except for 
proper nouns) that must always be 
capitalized (English majors, correct 
See DAVE, page three. 
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Authentic Indian goods don't 
melt under the hot Desert Sun 
bylillFclzcr 
Insider 
The time when the American In- 
dian roamed the plains (reely Is 
long gone. But lor the shoppers ol 
Northwest Ohio who can't make a 
tepee to save their lives, there's still 
a chance to have a little bit of auth- 
entic Indian style In their homes. 
Desert Sun in Maumee features 
authentic Native American and 
Southwestern-style merchandise 
from Indian reservations and the 
American Southwest. Tom Law- 
son, manager of Desert Sun, reas- 
sures all those skeptical shoppers 
that the store often draws a large 
crowd and excites many people. 
"People come from all over the 
state and even from Michigan to 
shop at our store," Lawson said. 
Lawson and his wife started the 
business in order to work together 
on shared interests. They loved the 
historical and cultural background 
of the Native American, Lawson 
explained, and wanted to get oth- 
ers involved in their fascination 
with Indian heritage and the Old 
West look. Much to their liking, 
people have been hooked and are 
being reeled In. 
The Native American )ewelry 
appeals to many young people (i.e. 
college students), who want to 
dabble in some silver and tour- 
quoise extravagance. Shells and 
stones set in contemporary fash- 
ions give the wearer the feeling 
that they have been released into a 
different era. 
Desert Sun also offers clothing 
and wall hangings to tempt adven- 
turous souls wanting to broaden 
their horizons. For the more seri- 
ous shopper, they offer a wide 
selection of collectibles, such as 
^ 
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pottery, dolls, musical instruments 
and figurines. They also sell home 
decorations decked out In South- 
western decor. Pictures, rugs - any- 
thing you need to give your abode 
a certain, how would you say, am- 
biance? 
Now all of you are wondering: 
how much are all these things go- 
ing to cost? Not to worry, all you 
frugal spenders; Desert Sun offers 
all of these wonderful items for low, 
low prices. 
"We get a lot of business be- 
cause our prices are so tow, and It 
DAVE  
Continued from page two. 
me if I'm wrong). 'I'stands for The 
Insider and for Itchy. 'Nuff said. T 
Is also the first letter in the name of 
an Australian band who scored two 
Top 20 hits, 'Crazy' and 'Electric 
Blue,' in the 1980s. Who in the 
Inside rA. 
keeps people coming back,' says 
Tom Lawson. So to those of you 
who want to be a little different, 
add some variety, or try to play a 
grown-up game of Cowboys and 
Indians, travel up to Desert Sun 
and check It out. They are open 
Monday through Friday 10-7 and 
Saturday, 12-6. They are closed on 
Sundays as of now, but will be 
expanding their hours for the holi- 
day season. Desert Sun is located 
at 101E Wayne St. in Maumee, 
on the comer of Wayne and 
Conant. 
dickens were they? And what are 
dickens? If you have dickens, would 
you want to get rid of them? Win- 
ning Is the glue that keeps joy ad- 
hered to greed. Be a part of It. 
Insktcr\sr>6a lenc ISCELLANY 
|magazine| 
Have you ridden the 
haunted carousel at 
Cedar Point? 
Produced once each semester by 
students for students, each 
Miscellany has a theme. 
Check out the Folklore issue on 
November 9th. It's FREE! 
I Friday. Nooember *, 1 »tt 
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HOME AID TO YOUR ONE Vombo Marble Eye wtll be one of the bands al 
Wednesday's Home Aid III •( Howard's Club H. 
Local band aid for the 
Wood Co. homeless 
by Matthew A. Otneman 
Insider editor 
The only difference between local cause Home Aid HI and Inter- 
national cause We Are the World? By helping Wood County home- 
less and attending Home Aid III, students won't have to hear Cyndl 
Lauper sing. 
Home Aid in makes Its Bowling Green return Nov. 11. Spon- 
sored by 88.1WBGU-FM, Home Aid brings together the best of 
both worlds: audiences get not only the warm satisfaction of know- 
ing that their efforts are going to help out Wood County's home- 
less, but the pure entertainment of seeing a line-up of local rock 
acts that cannot beat with a stick. 
Rather than the Northwest Commons, the site of the first two 
Home Aids, this year the event will be at Howard's Club H, 210 N. 
Main St. According to WBGU public relations director Luclnda 
Robbins, the efforts of this year's Home Aid have all been aimed 
toward getting a larger audience, and thus more aid for the home- 
less. 
"The turnout at Howard's may be bigger. They were very coop- 
erative with us," Luclnda said. "And with a stage already set up, it'll 
be a better concert atmosphere. 
"We're hoping to see quite a bit of money for the homeless - the 
success of past shows building on our past reputation." 
See HOMEAID, page eight. 
'Lion In 
Winter7 
gives a 
confused 
meow 
byMelind* C. Monhirt 
Insider theatre critic 
Another play has graced the 
stage of the Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre this season, James Gold- 
man's 'The Lion In Winter.' 
This story of Henry II of England 
and his family proves to be both a 
stagnate and confusing production. 
Reigning during the Middle Ages, 
he was was most often looked 
upon as being domineering. Henry 
II was the man to force the English 
empire from the British Isles and 
the provinces of Northern France. 
Henry has three sons, all of 
whom want to be his successor. 
The plot revolves around an end- 
less cycle of mindgames between 
all of the family members. When 
the sons grow older, Henry locks 
their mother away because she is 
proving to be the key to alienating 
his sons from him. 
However, on the Christmas of 
1183. Henry brings his entire faml- 
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THE 
TION 
BGSU 
IN 
WINTER 
by James Goldman 
November 5-7 and 12^14 at 8 p.m. 
November 8 at 2 p.m. 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 
Reservations 
. 372-2719 
WE NEED MASTER THESPIAN.Erin Moran. portraying Prlnceaa Aliat. and 
Madeline A. Slephena. aa Queen Eleanor, can be found In (he University produc- 
tion of The Lion In Winter..' 
ly together for what was to be an- 
other day of plotting against each 
other in hopes of winning the title 
of king. 
Alais Capet, portrayed by Erin 
Moran, is a French princess. In an 
agreement made sixteen years ago, 
she was betrothed to one of Hen- 
ry's sons. Moran delivered her 
character's lines on stage, but her 
focus remained elsewhere. She 
never appeared to clearly grasp the 
full persona of Alais. 
Michael Shiller, in his portrayal 
of Henry II, King of England, 
lacked power in his voice. Shiller 
had a little power surge near the 
end of the first act, but it's not 
enough to illustrate Henry's inten- 
tion. 
Two of the strongest cast mem- 
bers were J. Heath Huber as Rich- 
ard Lionheart, the oldest son, and 
Michael Kocet as John, the 
youngest son. Huber had a very 
strong disposition. Throughout the 
play, his character's military back- 
ground proved to be the foundation 
for his stature. 
Kocet's portrayal proved to be 
the most humorous aspect of this 
play, if one existed. John was the 
one that his brother s ridiculed, and 
one understood why when  Kocet 
gave a clear-cut portrayal of a 
spoiled 16-year-old. 
The sound design by Jeff Bond, 
who also portrays Geoffrey, Duke 
of Brittany, the middle son, was 
also very commendable. Each mu- 
sic score fit the tone of each scene. 
Rob Johnson's scene design was 
visually attractive as well. 
'The Lion In Winter,' which runs 
November 5-8 and 12-14 in the 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, is one 
production that lacks the dramatic 
eloquence necessary to provide an 
audience member with a feeling of 
comprehension. For ticket infor- 
mation or times, call 372-2719. 
«&Ii% 
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Oh say can you sengwrite: University student a finalist in contest for new national anthem 
by Kendn Dinsmore 
ImitW 
Andrew Buskey, of Oxford, 
Ohio, may already be a million- 
aire! 
If the American people pick his 
song, Anthem! America will award 
the grand prize of ONE MILLION 
DOLLARS to Andrew Buskey, a 
tlon as our new national anthem. 
Entries will be Judged at five 
different sites across the United 
States by a local panel of com- 
posers and musicians. After each 
judging session, the top 12 songs 
from that session will be released 
on an album and distributed to 
radio stations. People may then 
buy the albums and vote for their 
favorite song. Popular vole will de- 
cide the grand prize winner. The 
InsdierMn 
WHATS A RAMPART?.. SonjwTlltr Andrew Biufccy, an all- Amtrlon. 
Junior music composition major at 
Bowling Green State Unlversi- 
ty! 
OK, what this isn't Is another 
example of Ed McMahon toying 
with people's emotions and hopes 
and dreams. 
What this Is, Is "a grass-roots, 
10-month, non-partisan, non- 
political contest to select a new and 
original U.S. national anthem," 
according to Anthem! America, 
Ihe organization sponsoring the 
competition. The grand prize Is $1 
million, and the winning song will 
be submitted to Congress for adop- 
Here are the words to University student Andrew Buskey's song, 
Proud and Free.' 
America, proud and free, proud and free! 
Red, white and blue our flag proudly waves, from mountain to 
shore. 
Land of law and honesty-, the country of pioneer lore 
Where justice and truth remain, where dreams and heroes are 
made 
The eagle will forever sail! 
America, proud and free, proud and free! 
Our shores are home to the proud and free, the harbor of diver- 
sity. 
Land of strength and prosperity, the zenith of liberty 
We salute the patriots of days gone by 
Their honor and bravery will echo through time 
Our nation's greatness hailed by all 
Our country's vastness open to all. 
his song had come out fourth over- 
all In session judging. 
"He was very straightforward, 
like 'Oh. by the way,'" said Bus- 
key. "I was completely astoni- 
shed." 
Buskey decided to enter the 
contest last May after seeing an ad 
for Anthem! America In the Cin- 
cinnati Enquirer. "I thought 'Yeah, 
that makes sense, It's time for a 
new national anthem.' The one we 
iiave now Is too hard to sing," 
Buskey said. 
"(I thought about) what's wrong 
with the anthem now, and what 
can I do to facilitate the great things 
about it, like how patriotic it Is," 
Buskey explained. "The range be- 
tween the highest note and the 
lowest note - it's huge. Most people 
don't like leaping around and 
changing octaves." 
Also,' "The fancy words -1 still 
don't know what a rampart Is," he 
admitted. " I changed the lyrics, so 
it still has that soldlers-coming- 
home-from-the-war feel, but It's 
more friendly." 
For inspiration, Buskey turned to 
his friends and neighbors, conduct- 
ing "this huge survey," asking 
what they thought made America 
great. He took what they said - 
"mountains, or the Constitution, 
or war heroes'' - and combined it to 
write his lyrics. 
He then cut a demo tape with his 
sister as vocalist and mailed It In 
June. 
See ANTHEM, page six. 
final winner will be awarded the 
prize on March 14,1993. 
Buskey's song, "Proud and 
Free," was released last month on 
the first Anthem! America album. 
When he found out, shortly be- 
fore school started, he "freaked," 
Buskey admitted. "I jumped 
around and spiked the football. It 
was like, 'No way, you've got to be 
kidding. I'm a complete 
amateur.'" 
Anders Skaar, the president of 
Anthem! America, called Buskey 
personally to give him the news. 
Skaar also Informed Buskey that 
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Skid Row. The music In this one 
and in 'If I Was Your Mother' Is 
considerably harder than anything 
that has appeared on past efforts 
like New Jersey and Slippery 
When Wet. 
But for those diehard fans who 
are starting to believe this "new 
direction" might Just drive you 
away, relax. The same powerful 
guitar riffs, throbbing drum beats, 
and catchy, anthem-like lyrics that 
BONJOVI 
Bon Jovi 
Keep the Faith 
Mercury Record* 
Back In the early production 
stages of Bon Jovi's fifth l.P, Keep 
the Faith, f rontman Jon Bon Jovi 
proclaimed that the group's music 
would take a whole "new direc- 
tion" with the release of the re- 
cord. Well, for those of you who 
were counting on this brand new 
sound, Keep the Faith will proba- 
bly leave you disappointed. 
Don't get me wrong. You will 
hear plenty of stuff on the new 
album that is quite different than 
anything that has ever appeared on 
a Bon Jovi record. Like the tune 
'Fear,' which will at first make you 
believe you accidentally picked up 
a new release by headbangers like 
have always been a part of Bon 
Jovi music are still here. 
At least on the first half of the re- 
cord, the boys from New Jersey 
pick right up where they left off 
four years ago with their brand of 
bubble-gum metal that Just eats up 
the pop charts. The title track, 
already receiving extensive radio 
airplay, has all the ingredients of 
being another Billboard magazine 
chart-topper. 
It's hard not to be when pop-lyric 
god Desmond Child collaborates 
on the words, Richie Sambora 
screeches along with his long 
drawn-out guitar solos, and (like 
always) Jon Bon Jovi puts every 
ounce of feeling into his refrains. 
But it appears four years of inac- 
tivity did do something to the 
RUN OUT AND SNAG...: 
Looking for "the disco of the 
'90s" in BG? Try SBK Re- 
cords' artist compilation Rave 
'Til Dawn, according to Fin- 
ders' own Veronica Sheets. 
Jeff DeWitt of Record Den 
thinks the world of five-song 
EP Fan by Majesty Crush on 
Vulva Records. "It rocks the 
house," he said, surprisingly. 
"It's incredible." MadHatter 
Music Co. thinks that If you 
have a few extra bucks to 
spare, you should spare them 
on the new Seven Year Bitch 
45 (CZ Records). Containing 
such tracks as 'You Smell 
Lonely,' 'Loma' and 'No 
**!@ing Way' - subtle censor- 
ship, eh? - the single Is a 
chance, according to Jim 
Cummer, for people to "get 
ahead of the class. They might 
as well buy a 45 now, (because) 
they'll be buying Seven Year 
Bitch three years from now." 
PEROT. WHY DONT 
WE...: TONIGHT: The River 
ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
U 
Men at EasyStreet Cafe SAT- 
URDAY: Derek Wolfgram at 
Campus Polleyes, Back Street 
at EasyStreet Cafe TONIGHT 
AND SATURDAY: Eddie 
Shaw and the Wolf Gang at 
Howard's Club H TUESDAY: 
Open mir night at EasyStreet, 
Positive Sweat at Howard's 
Club H WEDNESDAY: Home 
Aid in at Howard's OubH, 
Groovemaster at EasyStreet, 
Kenny Reeves at Club SOP, 
Chris Otto at Downtown 
THURSDAY: The Twist Off s 
at EasyStreet, Rob Wallet at 
Howard's Club H 
group, In the way of their lyrics. It 
seems they've suddenly picked up 
this dark cynicism towards today's 
society. This new focus Is apparent 
right off In the title track: "Walking 
In the footsteps/of society's lies/I 
don't like what I see no 
more/sometimes I wish I was 
blind." 
Of course, Bon Jovi still has the 
talent to crank out those power bal- 
lads like no one else. Three decent 
ones are featured on Keep the 
Faith, including 'Bed of Roses,' a 
tune which features Jon Bon Jovi 
tinkling the Ivories ala Axl Rose In 
'November Rain.'Best among the 
bunch Is probably 'I Want You' ("I 
never wanted the stars/I never shot 
for the moon/I like them right 
where they are/All I wanted was 
you.") 
The bottom line Is that Bon Jovi 
discovered long ago the Ingredients 
to selling millions of records in the 
music industry. Although they're 
not going to win over any converts 
with Keep the Faith, they're 
probably not going to lose any fans 
either. And as the saying goes, "If 
It ain't broke..." 
- Kirk Paveikh 
Soul Asylum 
Grave Dancers Union 
Columbia Records 
Supposedly, lead vocalist Dave 
Pimer has tinnlnltis. That might 
explain why the latest release from 
these Minnesota rock gods is per- 
haps the most ballad-oriented In 
their eight-year career. But the 
writing talents of Pimer shouldn't 
have been exorcised by the ear 
nerve damage, should they? 
EUGENIUS 
Soul Asylum, back In the 
mid-1980s, emerged as one of the 
Big Three of unrecognized rock 
greats from Minneapolis that 
hadn't quite hit superstardom, Join- 
ing the Replacements and Husker 
Du. Then the other two broke up, 
leaving S. Asylum with a clear shot 
at the brass ring. And their 1990 
stroke of musical tremendousness 
Soul Asylum and the Horse 
They Rode in Onwas Icing on the 
cake. Their next album, everyone 
said. That'll be THE album. 
So what the heck happened? 
The coyly titled 'Somebody to 
Shove' sounds like the latest effort 
from annoying glam metalers Bang 
Tango. And 'Without a Trace' 
could've been a second rate Joe 
Walsh release. Every single track Is 
stow, dawdling and tame. It's as if 
grandmothers took over Soul Asy- 
lum. They wander musicially with- 
out going anywhere. They drone 
and croon, when the band's (past) 
strength Is in belting out lyrics and 
guitar chords like a machine gun. 
Bottom line? 
They...um...they...they don't do 
anything (new OR good) at all. 
Eugenius 
Oomalama 
Fire Records 
This Scottish foursome used to 
call themselves Captain America 
until Marvel Comics sued. Shame, 
'cause that comic book name goes 
with Eugenius like green on the 
Hulk. Weaving together pop melo- 
dies with driving power rock, these 
guys come across as a cartoon ver- 
sion of the Kinks or the Stones: the 
same Infectious roar and crash, but 
drawn In broad, sweeping strokes. 
'Hame On' Is a champ, with the 
grinding, almost grunge, back- 
ground intertwined with Eugene 
Kelly's nasal near-monotone. But 
Instead of the expected harmony- 
less noise, the listener gets an ear- 
ful of fun rock. Imagine Nirvana 
after a semester at the Fozzie the 
Bear Academy of Humor. 'Wow!' 
gets runner-up award for a slab of 
sweet, light, happy rock on a bed 
of white guitar noise. 
- Matthew A. Daneman 
ANTHEM  
Continued from page five. 
After he learned he would be released on the 
album, he enlisted the help of two friends from Phi 
Mu Alpha, his music fraternity, to help cut a new 
demo tape. The album cut of "Proud and Free" fea- 
tures University students Brian Coleman and Greg 
Ramsdell on voice and piano, respectively. 
Response to Buskey's achievement among his 
musical colleagues was "very positive," Buskey said. 
"It was like, 'If we can help you, let us know.' I had 
no problem getting people to play and to help re- 
cord, and I really appreciate that. 
When asked how his song compares to others on 
the first album, Buskey said slowly,' "The others are 
more commercial. I tried to win the contest, not sefl a 
song. 
''I tried lo keep It very much of a hymn feel. I think 
most people get their (non-popular) music knowledge 
through church, especially If they're very devout. I 
also tried to keep It very simple, so they could learn it 
quick The whole country might have to learn my 
song, so I want it short and sweet, nothing showy or 
flashy. People aren't going to want to learn some- 
thing like that." So does he think he should win? 
Buskey hesitated, then said diplomatically, "The 
people will vote. (If I won) I'd be like, 'Yeah!' But this 
Isn't who can write the coolest orchestral piece. This 
could be our new national anthem and whatever 
song best represents what the people want to hear 
should win." 
But if he did win? 
He smiled, and said, "I really can't imagine being 
handedacheck for $1 minion. But I think I'd try to 
set myself up, composer-wise. Buy a car, an apart- 
ment - get started on my own. 
"Composing is what I really want to do. I'm really 
lucky to be a part of this, especially at my age. Most 
composers don't get out onto the public like I have 
until they're 30 or 35. I'm really quite young." 
Buskey credits his parents for being supportive of 
his musical ambitions. "It's hard, being a music 
major, but they never said, 'Oh, just quit and do 
something real,' and I appreciate that," he said. 
His family's reactions to his success varied con- 
siderably. "My brother didn't believe It. My mom was 
almost in tears - 'Oh, my little boy' - and Dad was like 
'Finally, some recognition,' handshake and slap on 
the back. My sister, who sang on the demo, was like 
'AAAAAAGGGGHHHHHH!'" 
Buskey described himself as patriotic, though not 
''as gung ho as maybe a war veteran would be. I 
don't think America Is the perfect nation the whole 
world wants us to be, but It's the best thing the world 
has as far as getting what you want and saying what 
you wish. I think the U.S. Is as close to a perfect soci- 
ety as the world will ever see. 
"I'm not embarassed to write a song for America. 
Some countries, like Japan and Canada, have Just 
stunning anthems. It's like, let me In on It." 
So OK, you, the reader, if you're still with us, want 
to know: is the song any good? Buskey was kind 
enough to play his copy of the album for me, and I 
must give that an aff Irmltlve. It passes the "If I were 
an Olympic athlete standing on the podium with my 
gold medal, would I get chills?" test. 
If you want your own copy of Anthem! America, 
Album One, caU the Anthem! America Information 
Line at (800) 949-2684. Voting Instructions are In- 
cluded with the tape. 
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l#m not 
crazy: 
The 
Suicidal 
Tendencies 
interview 
by Matthew A. Dancman 
Insider editor 
The sun glints off the gleaming 
black paint of Robert Trujillo's 
Mercedes 500 SL as he swings by 
the curb on Sunset Boulevard to 
pick me up. Grinning like the prov- 
erbial cat that ate the canary, the 
bassist for one of America's pre- 
mier metal bands barks "Get in!" 
as he throws open the passenger 
side door. And when the bass 
player for California hard core 
rockers Suicidal Tendencies tells 
you to do something, you do It. 
The time I spent with Trujlllo 
was a lesson in rebellion. It was 
different than the week I spent on 
the road with my pal Kurt Coblan 
and his crew, Nirvana, or the per- 
sonal friendship that's blossomed 
between me arid my good buddy 
Axl (that's Axl Rose of Guns N' 
Roses. The rest of the band Is my 
friend, too, but me and Axl are 
bestest buddies) and the album Ma- 
donna dedicated to me or aw, 
screw this Rolling Stone style 
name-dropping crud. The fact Is 
that I called Trujlllo. Long distance. 
On my phone bill. 
Why? Because when a band is 
doing something different, some- 
thing unique - that's Important. 
And in a world filled with wanna- 
bes, cheap Imitations and posers, 
Suicidal Tendencies is definitely 
something against the grain. 
It was in 1982 that this band first 
formed in Southern California. 
While the supporting characters 
have changed, its cornerstone has 
always been f rontman and lead vo- 
calist Mike Mulr. It was Muir who 
first gathered the band members 
together and it was Muir who pen- 
ned the cult Suicidal Tendencies hit 
'Institutionalized.' It was that spo- 
ken word/frantically yelled dark 
horse hit about teen rebellion and 
parental overbearing that first at- 
tracted the legions of heavy metal 
fans, skateboarders and alternative 
rock fans that have formed the 
foundation for Suicidal's stardom. 
"To me, Suicidal's always been 
really different," Robert Trujillo 
said. "We've never been a metal 
band or a thrash band. Listen to the 
first album - we were almost more 
of an alternative band. 'Institutiona- 
lized' is almost an alternative hit, I 
guess you could say. 
"That's why this album freaked 
everybody out." 
The new album is The Art of 
Rebellion. Twelve tracks, it marks 
Suicidal's fifth entry Into the studio. 
And Suicidal's best album to date. 
"A lot of the songs we help nur- 
ture along in pre-production," he 
added. "We'll say'Well, lets try 
this.' But 'Asleep at the Wheel' )ust 
came out perfect the first time 
around." 
The movement of the '90s is to 
slow it down and make it heavier. 
The sound of, say, Metallica, used 
to be like an Italian sports car - fast 
and hard, cutting from lane to lane 
without signaling. Now Metallica's 
traded in their speed for a '78 
Oldsmobile - slower and more 
ponderous, but with a weighty, 
Black Sabbath•esque sound that'll 
hit like a wrecking ball If you get in 
its way. But in a world where 
everyone from Megadeth to Tes- 
tament is buying the same '78 
Oldsmobile Metallica and 
copying   that sound, 
Suicidal once again 
goes against the grain. 
Melding 
Megadeth types, the Slayer types. 
"Suicidal isn't the type of band 
to write about drinkin' beer and 
hangin' with chicks," Trujlllo 
laughed. "But we have fun a lot 
with our music. I think Suicidal will 
always have that fun side. It's Just 
another side of Suicidal - another 
way of being..." 
It was after the release of their 
third album, the smash hit debut on 
Epic Records How Will I Laugh 
Tomorrow When I Can't Even 
Smile Today, that Muir cleaned 
house and brought in a new line- 
up. Among those he reformed the 
band with was bass player Robert 
Trujlllo. 
"Basically, Rocky IGeorge, lead 
guitar] knew me and they had gone 
on tour with their then bass player 
for the 'How Will I Laugh 
Tomorrow...' 
tour and it didn't 
workout," he recalled. 
"So on the next 
tour - going to 
Europe with 
Anthrax - they 
called me up and 
asked me to 
Join I was 
doing an 
From the current slow bum hit 'I 
Wasn't Me to Feel This/Asleep At 
the Wheel' to the power thrash of 
'Monopoly of Sorrow,' every tune 
Is a winner. But while experimental 
and different In Its feel, It still re- 
mains loyal to the Suicidal sound. 
"We did (the album) in about a 
month and a half. We were very 
well prepared," Trujlllo said. "We 
definately on each record try not to 
make the same album. We wanted 
to Incorporate more melody and let 
the vocals be heard. Before, they 
were kind of hard to understand, 
but we wanted to let Mike's lyrics 
and words get through." 
"It's funny, but I'm proud of 
each song. 'Nobody Hears' Is a 
really special song with all these 
subtle dynamics. Whenever I hear 
it, I put it really loud and still get 
chills from It. (But) each song bears 
Its own little vibe. 
everything from speed metal to 
heavy metal to touches of funk and 
dashes of pop, the band creates its 
signature sound once again In a 
philosophy that could only be 
called The Art of Rebellion. 
"To me the whole speed metal 
thing, Slayer took It everywhere It 
could go. And Metallica," Trujlllo 
explained. "They broke all the 
ground. I mean, who's gonna sur- 
pass them? Who's gonna take It 
beyond that? 
"That's a cool thing about the 
'90s," he continued. "There's such 
a melting pot of styles anymore. 
You can't Just call anything thrash 
or alternative or even country 
anymore. 
"Lots of alternative bands and 
fans really get Into Suicidal. Same 
thing with metal. It appeals to the 
Jane's Addiction types, the Red 
Hot Chill Peppers types and the 
ROBERT TRUJILLO 
R&B band at the time and said 
'Sure.'" 
It was on tour that Suicidal found 
TruJWo, and It is on tour once again 
that the band finds Itself - as open- 
ing band for Megadeth on its 
Countdown to Extinction' concert 
series. 
"I love both (recording In the 
studio and going on tour). It's a 
great thing when you can create a 
song and play It live," he laughed 
with pleasure. "I write songs with a 
ghetto blaster by my bed. I Just plug 
my bass right into and play 
whatever I'm working on and take 
that tape right to the studio. It's 
really a cool thing. 
"Going and performing is a 
whole other high." 
The last time Megadeth and Sui- 
cidal shared a stage was the 
European Clash of the Titans tour 
in 1990, along with Slayer and 
Testament. The tour 
was...eventful. Reports claim Mulr 
and Megadeth lead singer Dave 
Mustaine came close to punches. 
While on the road, Muir described 
Mustaine to the press as "a fucking 
idiot," and Mustaine called Suicidal 
unprofessional. So, the question 
arises - why the hell are the two 
touring together again? 
"Basically, I think it's a good bill. 
Originally, Dave (Mustaine) wasn't 
familiar with the band and he had a 
definite ego problem," Trujillo ex- 
plained. "But I see him now and 
he's really cool with me. 
"By the end of the tour, we had 
proved ourselves to be a very, very 
strong live act. Dave didn't think 
we belonged there, [but] by the end 
of the tour, he was wearing a Sui- 
cidal hat and T-shirt. 
"They're giving us an hour. And 
Instead of opening for them, it's 
almost like we're co-headlining. So 
It's all really cool. Who'd give us an 
hour? If we toured ourselves, 
who'd open up for us? Ugly Kid 
Joe? That's bullshit," Trujillo snor- 
ted. 
Nov. 18 Suicidal and Me- 
gadeth 'II be at the   Veteran's Me- 
morial in Columbus. November 20, 
they both come crashing into 
Northwest Ohio by way of Toledo 
Sports Arena. Tickets for thhe 8 
p.m.shoare   $17.50iadvance, 
$19 at the door. 
"(At the show) I think Suicidal's 
gonna give (the audience) 120 per- 
cent," Trujillo said. "We give them 
lots of energy. When we're up 
there dancing around, doing our 
thing, you can identify us with 
watching a hockey game or a foot- 
ball game. 
"It's fun. People come see us 
play and they leave going 'Man, 
that was a fun show.' " 
A major concert tour on the 
road. An album shooting up the 
charts. Tipper Gore's Parental Mu- 
sic resource Center even came 
down on their 1990 Epic Records 
album 
Lights...Camera... Revolution 
Is Suicidal the dreaded Big Time 
now? 
"We don't look at it like a rock 
success story. We're the other side 
of the fence. We love playing and 
enjoy music," Trujillo claimed. 
"We're always going to do what 
we want to do. We're not a part of 
a clique or anything. And I think 
that's cool. Our best friends are the 
people we grew up with, not the 
popular bands. In Los Angeles, 
you'll find a lot of that. Suicidal's 
not about that. 
"Everything we do Is earned. 
Every record we sell, every ticket 
we sell was brought on honestly. 
"People like us because they can 
identify with us," he went on. 
"We're the same people and we 
always have been. We were wear- 
ing the bandanas and the baseball 
caps In the early '80s. And now 
Axl Rose Is doing It and everybody 
thinks 'Oh. Axl started that.' We 
Just sit back and laugh." 
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Straight from the Ohio CHiP's (OHiP?) mouth 
by Ross Weiticr 
Most of us are pretty familiar 
with the silver Crown Victorias clad 
with yellow writing Indicating, 
"State Highway Patrol." In most 
cases, drivers try to stay away from 
these law enforcement officers. 
And unfortunately, State Highway 
patrol officers are often given a bad 
rap. I met with Trooper Bob Vllla- 
gomez of the Toledo Post on Air- 
port Highway. From this writer's 
point of view, he cleared up many 
questions often asked by motorists. 
So, you may ask, other than 
drive up and down the interstate 
and issue speeding tickets, what 
does a highway patrolman do? 
"We're out there to assist the 
motoring public in any respect," 
said Villagomez. This may include 
assisting a motorist with a broken- 
down vehicle, or one that has run 
out of gas. 
A big question that often comes 
up while motoring ls,"What are my 
rights?" For example, If a motorist 
gets pulled over, what Is the officer 
allowed to do? "In order to search 
sale 
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a vehicle or motorist," said Villa- 
gomez, "I have to have reason; 
that's called probable cause." 
Once again, Villagomez pointed 
out that an officer must qualify his 
or her reason for searching for 
criminal activity In court. "Even if I 
find evidence of criminal activity, If 
I don't have a legitimate reason for 
searching the car, that evidence is 
gone," Villagomez explained. "A 
big part of my Job Is to uphold the 
Constitution of Ohio and the fed- 
eral government, so I have to 
protect those rights. Any of those 
rights that I violate, whether Inad- 
vertently or not, could affect law 
enforcement all over the country," 
said Villagomez. 
As for speeders, Tpr. Villagomez 
said that, "It seems the faster you 
go, the less room there is for error, 
and my advice is to adjust your driv- 
ing to the conditions of the high- 
way." For example, if you're travel- 
ing at 65 mph on the interstate, 
and the road is covered with Ice, 
the posted speed limit may be too 
fast. "There are so many things 
you have to consider, land] weather 
conditions are some of the biggest 
factors," said Villagomez. 
Perhaps the greatest reason to 
reduce your speed Is that by doing 
so, you greatly reduce your 
chances of Involving yourself and 
possibly others In an accident. 
' 'Speed is such a factor In so many 
accidents. Not only that, the faster 
you're going, the more violent, In- 
tense and severe the Impact," 
Villagomez said. 
The bottom line Is, you really 
don't need to be anywhere In that 
great a hurry. "Yeah," you say, 
"but what about countries like 
Germany where there's no speed 
limit, and their accident rate is 
lower than ours?" Tpr. Villagomez 
said that there is no question that 
drivers on the Autobahn are more 
experienced at driving at high rates 
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of speed, but when accidents hap- 
pen, people die. 
The business of issuing citations 
is far more precise than most peo- 
ple think. For example, when a ci- 
tation Is Issued, "we have to be 
able qualify it in court, prove the 
case, and convince the Judge," said 
Villagomez. 
This means there has to be 
proper training In the use of speed 
detection devices. Villagomez add- 
ed, "Certainly there's room for er- 
ror, and anyone who's writing traf- 
fic tickets who Isn't convinced 
themself they have a |valid)violation 
is out of line, I think." 
Tpr. Villagomez brought up an 
interesting point: In some cases, 
people may view law enforcement 
officers as their enemy. But when 
someone is breaking into their 
house, who do they call first? The 
police. 
So the next time you see a State 
Highway Patrol officer, keep in 
mind all the things he or she is 
faced with. Quite simply, the Job is 
much tougher than most people 
think. 
HOMEAID  
Continued from page four. 
For live music fans, the Home 
Aid III line up Is formidable to be- 
hold. Among the scheduled bands 
are hlp-hopsters Black Minds of 
Music, pop rockers Gone Daddy 
Finch, acoustic faves Merry Can 
Men and Derek Wolfgram, local 
supertars Vambo Marble Eye, BG 
grungesters Ton and newcomers 
Sweaty Whiskers. 
"We Just want to help draw peo- 
ple In to help the homeless for 
Wood County," said Jeff DeWItt of 
Sweaty Whiskers. "For people 
who don't know what the local 
bands have to offer, they can get a 
taste of what Bowling Green has." 
The $3 cover charge for the 
18-and-over show will go to the 
Link for Its homeless assistance. 
With the show starting at 8 p.m., 
donations of non-perishable food 
and clothing will also be accepted 
at the door. 
"It Is a good cause. The Wood 
County area Is small - it Is not ur- 
ban," Robbins explained "People 
don't realize there are homeless 
people who need our help. 
"(And) you can't beat It. There Is 
no way you can see this many 
bands for that kind of price." 
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(£) Larry Jones Week-David Bnnkley Used Cars On the Issue Movie:   The Thanksgiving Promise Starlight Go" Memii Lynch Shootout 
tii Tony Brown Heritage Firing Line Contrary Pacific Century Great Performances Market Editors Onp on One 1 McLaughlin Best Nat 1 Geo 
«dJ Black Bty Newtons One on One Adam Smith Old House   |Gourmet Cooking Gourmet Painting Sewing Lawrence Weik Show QEO Scenes 
fejj Williams rv Paycheck Browns Insider Movie   The Muppets Take Manhattan Movie    Gremlins Harry-Hendr. Suspects 
© American Gladiators Star Trek Next Gener Movie    The Blues Brothers' Movie    Dragnet Roseanne Family Ties 
ESPN Reporters Sportscenter NFL Gameday Horse Show Jumping Sp. Clay       JDrag Racing: NHRA Drag Racing Horse Racing Cant Cup Tennis: Pans Open Final 
TMC Movie    Rhinestone   Cont'd Movie.   Ruthless People Movie:   Carrie Movie:   LA. Story" 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O 
o 
B 
NFL Football 60 Minutes Movie:  Sinatra News Siskel Arsenio Hall 
Bonanza Family Hour Movie:   Diplomatic Immunity" 1 Venture CBC News Auto Racing Australian Grand Pnx 
News          |CBS News 60 Minutes Movie   Sinatra" News Golden Girts 1 Between Two Brothers" 
e NFL Football Secret Service Movie: "The Hard Way' News Street Justice Front Run. 
eu ABC News Roggms Life Goes On Videos Funniest Movie:  "Willing to Kill: The Texas Cheerleader Story'' Editors NewWKRP Sports Siskel 
® Lawrence Welk Show Ghostwriter  |Ghostwnter Nature Masterpiece Theatre Thieves Dream Window Garden Star Hustler 
© Ghostwriter | Ghostwriter Austin City Limits Nature Rosamond B Masterpiece Theatre Great Performances 
ED Star Trek Next Gener Great Scott' Ben Stiller In Color Roc Married. Herman Frying Blind Woops' Inphomation Telecast Psychic Numex 
W Golden Girls Gro Pains Great Scott1 Ben Stiller In Color Roc Married Herman News Sports Xtra Murphy B Golden Girls Kenneth Copeland 
ESPN Tennrs Paris Open Final NFL Pnmetime NFL Football Cincinnati Be gals at Chicago Bears Sportscenter NFL Pnmetime 
TMC Movie "Hostile Takeover  Cont d          JMovie: "Kiss Me a Killer Movie:   Ruthless People | Move   Class 011999 Movie: "LA. Story 
MONDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet Lite Shade Hearts Afire Murphy B Love & War Northern Exposure News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Cont'd Road Mv Odyssey Street Cents Northwood CBC Pnme Time News Man Alive Ufa Witness Go" Night Heat 
o News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 Shade Hearts Afire Murphy B     kove & War Northern Exposure News Sweating Bullets Shopping 
IB News NBC NrUM Ent. Tonight Cur. Affair Fresh Pnnce Blossom Movie:   Fatal Memories' News Tonight Show 
m Star Search ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud FBI-Story Detective NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Atlanta Falcons                                         1 Arsenio Half 
m Teacher Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Space Age Great Performances Marge EastEnders Columbus and Discovery 
GD Reading MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Space Age Great Performances Marge Served Mysteryi 
G3 Full House Roseanne Married.. Night Court Movie: "Bachelor Party" Star Trek: Next Gener Roseanne RusbL Studs Heal 
69 Roseanne Golden Girls Married... You Bel Lte Movie: "Harlem Nights News Murphy B Star Trek: Next Gener Star Search 
ESPN Sports Up Close Sportscenter Schaap Talk NFl Monday Mon. Mag Windsurfing PBTA Billiards Bodybuilding  Nationals Sportscenter NFL Great 
TKC Ziegfetd The Man and His Women" Movie "Lite Stinks Movie: 'Highlander II: Trie Quickening Movie:  Paradise Crossing 
utrrluutsr 
$ 
353-1045 
CARNATIONS 
$4.95 
A DOZEN 
CASH-N-CARRY 
428 E. Wooster 
WHERE THE PARTY STARTS 
SOUTH SIDE SIX 
CONVENIENCE & LOTTERY STORE     hide Labels 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
AMERICA'S #1 BEER 
ear™ 
737 S. MAIN 352 - 8639 
Hosiers 
Imports    [^   H«..nK Ityca    '  \     Postcards 
|S      Compact Disc*       §1 
Local Music' 
Videos 
S/     Rock & 
/Tye Dve Shirts 
Stickers 
   s $1.00 off XMiCK  
w/this AD 
S6.00 or more No limit!** 
f Expires 11/12/92 \ 
ale, special order, consignment, or trades excluded' 
Friday, November «, 1»W 12 The Insider 
TUESDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News You Bet-lile Rescue 911 Movie:   Sinatra News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Cont'd On Road Market PI 5th Estate CBC Prime Time News Adnenne Clarkson Bangkok Hilton Night Heat 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Rescue 9ti Movie:   Sinatra" News :orever Knight Shopping 
ID New* NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur. Atlair Quantum Leap Reasonable Doubts Dateline News Tonight Show 
m Star Search ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Full House Mr Cooper Roseanne Coach Going to Extremes Arsenio Hail Nightline Used Cars 
QJ n Italiano 3usiness MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Journal Adam Smith EastEnders Space Age 
69 Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Nova :rontlme Maya Angeiou: Rainbow Served Masterpiece Theatre 
S3 Full Moose Roseanne Married Night Court Movie  "Back to the Future" Star Trek Next Gener Roseanne Rush L Studs Heat 
S3 Roseanne Golden Girls Married.. You Bel-Lite Move: "National Lampoon's Vacation News Murphy B. Star Trek Next Gener Star Search 
urn NBA Today Up Close Sportscenter opv a ii n  ' Chck Flag NHL Hockey  EOmonton Oilers at St Louis Blues Sport scenler Bowling 
IMC Movie: "Once Around Move: "State ol Grace'' Movie:   Anguish Movie: "Future Kick 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Lite Hat Squad In the Heat ol the Night 48 Hours News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
O C8C News Cont'd Neon Rider Nature ol Things CBC Prime Time News Emile CODCO Donkey Movie "Q Planes' 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy* Hat Squad In the Heat of the Night 48 Hours News Dangerous Curves Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur. Altair Unsolved Mysteries Seinfeld Mad-You Law & Order Ween Tonight Show 
a) Star Search ABC News M'A'S'H family Feud Wonder Y.    |Doogie H Home Imp Laurie Hill Civil Wars Arsenio Hall Nightline Used Cars 
© Teacher Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour So. Frontiers American Experience In Country. Vetnam Songs Journal Frontline 
0D Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego So Frontiers Amencan Experience Dakota Served 3-2-1 Contact 
€■ Full House Roseanne Married... Nigh! Court TBA NBA Basketball: Detroit Pislons at Cheag 0 Bulls Melrose Place                 JRush L. Studs 
S3 Roseanne Go'den Girls Marned... You Bet-ble Pistons NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Chicago Bulls News Star Trek Next Gener Star Search 
ESPN Inside PGA Up Close Sportscenter PBA Bowling: Brunswick Memorial Boxmg: Jesus Saiud vs Jesus Poll Sportscenter Sportscenter jrjuathion Yachting 
TMC Movie:  The Long Walk Home                                  |MOV*   Dances With Wolves Move: "V.I Warshawski 
THURSDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News You Bet-Life Top Cops Street Stores Knots Landing News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Cont'd Material Jubilee Vrs National Dream CBC Prime Time News Movie:  Dead Ringers Tratlik 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Top Cops Street Stories Knots Landing News Silk Stalkings Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur. Aflair Oitterent World Cheers         [wings L A Law News Tonight Show 
m Star Search ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Delta Room-Two Homelront Primetime Live Arsenio Hall Nightline Used Cars 
CB In Italiano Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Business Mystery' Listening lo America Business Elizabeth R 
S3 Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Old House Venturing Mystery' May-Dec Served Art ol the Western World 
89 Full House Roinnni Marned. Night Court Simpsons Martin The Heights Star Trek   Next Gener Roseanne Rush L. Studs Heat 
09 Roseanne Golden Girls Married You Bet-Lite Simpsons Martin The Heights News Murphy B Star Trek: Next Gener Star Search 
ESPN PGA Gofl Kapalua Sportscenter College Football: Texas A&M at Houston Sportscenter Auto Racing Drag Racing 
TMC Movie:  Network  Cont'd                                         JMovie   Oscar Movie   Rambolll Disorganized Cnme' 
Treat your parents ••• While they treat you! 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
only at 
Make your reservation now - 352-5895 
mm 
Worth 
Watching 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station, Channel 
27. Check the 
listings for this 
week's programs. 
WBGU 
TV27 
Advertising Sales 
Co-op Available 
• I .earn about advertising sales 
• Gain valuable experience 
• Make future job contacts 
The BG News is looking for an advertising sales 
Co-op student for spring scmcstcr.This person 
would be responsible for N.W. Ohio, including 
Toledo, Cleveland, Cedar Point, Put n Bay and 
Canada. 
For more information contact 
Colleen Whitman at: 
372-2606 
